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Bash attracts internationals Budding

journalists
gather

BY SABRINA SMITH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday, Oct. 7, the members of the Undergraduate Student
Government welcomed students
from around the world by hosting
the International Student Social.
The informal event consisted of
small groups mingling, informative
conversations and short presentations made by students from other
clubs that support international
affairs. The social was a forum for
students to learn more about their
peers, whether from the same
country or not. In addition, students were able to sign off on referendums involving the promotion of
new clubs and fees to support these
clubs.
Glenn Apolinar, executive vice
president of USG, spearheaded the
project. The idea for creating an
integrated club was the objective
of the social and it continued as a
start-up for the club’s formation.
“I think it is important for international students to find a place
to meet and carry out their own
events,” said Apolinar. “There was a
club and it died, therefore, I want to
reestablish a new one that includes

BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

to their investments, letting them
use no more than 10 percent of its
value.
The next day, Commonfund announced that they would be selling
some of their government bonds
and assets to help them raise their
liquidity to 26 percent.
Although this may seem minor
compared to the economic cri-

On Friday, Oct. 3 the eighth
annual City University New York
Journalism Broadcast/New Media
Conference was held in the CUNY
Graduate Center. The conference
was not only a place to meet with
recruiters and sit in on panels; it
had a major emphasis on the shift
to multimedia in journalism.
The day began with a speech
from Michael Arena, university director of communications and marketing and conference chair. “Today, we bring together a number of
top tier recruiters in one place,” he
said to entice the sleepy students at
8:45 a.m. He also mentioned that
Adobe and The Economist sponsored the conference this year.
The Economist was a major player in this career fair because it has
started an internship program that
partners with CUNY. Each individual blue folder given out to attendees contained a sheet specifying
the requirements for an editorial or
marketing internship.
Adobe not only gave three panels on how to use their software
and its strong significance in journalism, but it also raffled off the
new Adobe Creative Suite 4. This
product is due out next month and
includes modified versions of all of
the programs that can be found on
Apple computers in Baruch’s computer labs.
Speeches and panels spanned
the morning before recruiters set up
their tables for students with folders filled with resumes. The major
panel, Internships and Beyond at
The New York Times was held in the
Proshansky Auditorium. It was led
by Jessica Segal, a professor from
Brooklyn College, Dana Canedy, a
senior editor at The Times and Simone Bridges, a former intern and
now part of the multimedia section.
They spoke about their careers and
answered many questions from
students from 9:30 a.m. until 11:30
a.m.
“The typical career of a journalist has changed,” said Canedy, who
has been at The Times for 12 years.
“There is a growing importance of
the website, which creates opportunities for younger, less experienced
people like students.” After the session, they both stayed to meet with
students.
In addition to these panels, there
was one from the CUNY Graduate
School of Journalism, Broadcasting,
Online Publications and the future
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International students mingle at social hosted by the Undergraduate Student Government.
all types of students, not just one
group in particular.”
Secretary of USG Carlos Ruiz
also helped in preparation of the
social, agreeing that more needs
to be done for foreign students as a
whole. “Our focus is to implement
the importance of diversity and this
was a place for people to communicate and get ideas out there,” said
Ruiz.
Sophomore Hina Jehan said,

“This is a great way for networking
and getting to know people in a
comfortable setting.”
“I wanted to get more involved
in school and the International
Students Social was a great way to
begin,” said Marie Nurislamova, a
sophomore who originated from
Russia.
Also present at the social were
the representatives from Solutions
Across Borders. This is a current af-

fairs club that discusses the impact
and concerns regarding globalization and cross-cultural communication. Its goals are to increase
awareness about globalization and
its aspects, to give students the
chance to participate in international events and to provide study
abroad opportunities.
“I am very interested in international relations and I felt the need
to introduce something like this to

SEE GLOBALS PAGE 4

Wachovia ices college funds
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The dwindling economy showed
no signs of improving in the past
weeks with the stock market crashing, the unemployment rate rising
and confidence disappearing. The
repercussions on higher education are beginning to come to light,
starting with the Wachovia Commonfund being frozen.
The Commonfund is a nonprofit
organization that runs $41 billion
worth of endowments and shortterm funds for 1,900 universities,
hospitals and other institutions nationally, according to the Washington Post. It is about 35 years old.
Colleges use the fund as an account where they can put their
money and tap into it whenever
needed. Types of additions can
range from tuition to fees, and colleges could use it for anything from
payroll to construction.
Announced on Oct. 1, Wachovia
put a freeze on about 1,000 college
accounts that invest in this fund.
Wachovia is the trustee of the Commonfund for colleges and universities, according to The New York
Times. They have also relinquished
their role with the fund.
In hopes of strengthening their
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balance sheet, Citigroup attempted
to buy Wachovia’s banking operations at the beginning of last week.
Throughout the course of the week,
a legal battle ensued between Citigroup and Wells Fargo over the
legitimacy of the purchase. As of
Thursday, Oct. 9, Wells is poised to
acquire the majority of Wachovia’s
stock and Citi plans to claim damages from both of the others.
This is not the first time this

FEATURES

year Wachovia has made cutbacks
on their loans for higher education. On Aug. 5, the company announced that they would increase
the credit score requirements for
loans, making it more difficult for
students who have yet to build up
their credit to acquire a loan.
According to The New York
Times, on Sept. 29, not only did
they resign as trustee, but they also
restricted many colleges’ access
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Fiscal crisis prompts grad fair
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MONDAY 10/13
Columbus Day
COLLEGE CLOSED

TUESDAY 10/14
Classes will follow
a MONDAY SCHEDULE
One Time Productions, in association with the Baruch Performing Arts Center, will host, “An Adult
Evening of Shel Silverstein” at 7:30
p.m. The performance is a showcase to the late author’s “incredible talent and irreverent whit,” and
takes place on level B3 of the Vertical Campus, 25th St. entrance.

WEDNESDAY 10/15
The Center for Innovation and
Leadership in Government in the
School of Public Affairs will host a
Viewing and Commentary Session
for the televised presidential debate broadcasted from Hempstead,
N.Y. at 8:30 p.m. in the Subotnick
Center, Seminar Room. (Newman
Library Building Room 125)
One Time Productions, in association with the Baruch Performing Arts Center, will host, “An Adult
Evening of Shel Silverstein” at 7:30
p.m. The performance is a showcase to the late author’s “incredible talent and irreverent whit,” and
takes place on level B3 of the Vertical Campus, 25th St. entrance.

THURSDAY 10/16

On Friday Oct. 3, Baruch played
host to representatives from 53 universities, including 12 of the 15 law
schools in New York., at the first annual Graduate and Law School Fair.
The fair, put together by the Career
Development Center in conjunction with the Center for Advisement, took place from 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the Vertical Campus Gymnasium.
“I believe that these schools
were here for Baruch students,”
said Theresa Conway, principal organizer of the event.
Conway is the CDC’s advisor for
the Max Berger Pre-Law Program,
a position that was created just last
fall. The CDC noticed a significant
increase in students applying for
graduate school over the years.
“A majority of our students go
on for graduate business degrees,”
Conway said. There is increasing
interest in graduate school, as more
people are making the decision to
go back to school. She also cited the
current financial crisis as a reason
for the event’s inception. The CDC
raised concerns about the economic state of the country about
six months ago, and went through
with the idea of a graduate school
fair, since there are between four
and five career fairs held each year.
The event was open to the public and approximately 90 percent
of the student attendees were Baruch students. The remaining 10
percent of attendees were students

The Peter F. Vallone, Sr. Seminars in Government, sponsored by
the School of Public Affairs, presents a panel discussion, “Coming
To Terms: NYC & Term Limits,”
from 8 to 10 a.m. in the 7th Floor
Conference Center of the Newman
Library Building.
Through Weissman Talks the
Baruch Performing Arts Center
presents “The Holocaust in Poland:
Peck Interviews Feldshuh,” at 5 p.m.
in the Nagelberg Theatre, Newman
Vertical Campus. This event is free.
For reservations, call 646-312-4085
or e-mail performingartscenter@
baruch.cuny.edu.

HAPPY
COLUMBUS
DAY!
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Students spoke with various advisors to learn what options they have after Baruch.
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Baruch students perused the various graduate schools at last Friday’s fair

Former CUNY president passes
BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Graduate Tax Society is
hosting a talk by Citigroup’s Saul
Rosen, Chief Tax Officer from 12 to
2 p.m., in Room 750 of the Newman
Library Building. Reservations can
be made online.

from other CUNY colleges, as well
as Boston College, SUNY Binghamton, Stonybrook, Hofstra, St. John’s
University and others. The CDC advertised the fair on CUNY’s website
and through career service centers
at other schools.
Throughout the fair, which was
composed of schools from across
the country, the table with the longest line and the most eager students was New York Law School.
Overall, great advice was available to those who sought it. A surprising number of the admissions
counselors stressed the importance
of campus and community involvement over work experience as a factor in graduate admission.
They warned against letting finances get in the way of applying
to graduate school, considering the
fact that many schools that were
represented offered scholarship
applications and in some situations stipends, to students who apply. Some schools also indicated
interest in awarding students with
financial assistance or scholarships
if they obtain a certain GPA in their
undergraduate studies.
If time is an issue, they cautioned against allowing it to factor
in considering whether to apply to
graduate or law school because a
considerable number of schools
offer advanced or accelerated programs for qualified students. Students enrolled in these programs
can finish a law degree in two and
half years or a master of social work
degree in 16 months.

Joseph Shenker, the youngest
and first president of LaGuardia
Community College and the former
provost of the C.W. Post Campus
of Long Island University, died on
Sept. 20 at the age of 68 after a brief
battle with pulmonary fibrosis.
The New York Times referred to
Shenker as “a pacesetter at CUNY”
and a “leader” that graduated from
Hunter College in 1962 and earned
a master’s degree in economics in
1963. He later received his doctorate in higher education administration from Columbia University in
1969.
Representatives at LCC did not
respond to a request for comment
at press time. LIU did not respond
to repeated requests for comment.
According to LCC’s October
edition of LiveWire, “In 1970, Dr.
Shenker … [at the age of 30], was
appointed president of Community
College IX, which was renamed
LaGuardia Community College.
For the next 18 years, he led the
College’s evolution into a respected
and innovative institution of higher
education that now serves as the
gold standard for community colleges nationwide.”
Shenker’s illustrious career
spanned 40 decades and included
numerous remarkable accomplishments. He created opportunities for
his students and encouraged them.
For instance, the newsletter cited,
“During his tenure, LaGuardia became the first community college
to require its full-time students to
participate in cooperative educa-

tion internships. He also established Middle College High School,
the first public high school for atrisk youth, and its sister school, International High School.”
LiveWire also noted, “The LaGuardia Community College Foundation honored Dr. Shenker in June
with its inaugural Innovative Leaderships award, an annual award
given to leaders and advocates
who have made significant contributions to higher education. The
award reception raised $150,000 in
scholarship funds.”
Many of the faculty at LCC expressed sincere words in memory
of the former provost.
In the newsletter, Sandra M.
Watson, the dean of division of
adult and continuing education,
said, “The passing of Dr. Joe Shenker is indeed very sad news. Joe was
an inspirational leader for the original builders of LaGuardia Community College.
So many of us are personally indebted to Joe for creating an atmosphere in the formative years of the
college where we were able to grow
as educators, counsels and administrators. He encouraged us to take
risks and those risks became innovations in the community college
education.”
Likewise, English Professor
Marian Arkin noted that Shenker
made her arrival to the college as
welcoming as possible. She also
cited his open-minded nature and
progressive thinking as some of his
best qualities.
“Joe was an inspiration to us all.
His door was always open and he
was always ready to hear our new,

LAGCC.CUNY.EDU

sometimes far out ideas, and to
allow us to act on them, to design
new courses and to introduce cutting-edge curricula. So many faculty, students and staff will truly
miss him.”
According to LiveWire, “Dr.
Shenker left LaGuardia in 1988 to
serve as president of Bank Street
College of Education. [After seven
years,] … he accepted the position
of Provost of C.W. Post College

where he more than doubled the
freshman class and led major renovations and new construction projects … He retired this summer.”
The funeral service was held
on Sept. 24 at the Tilles Center for
the Performing Arts at LIU. They
also received visitors, friends and
colleagues from Sept. 25 and 28 in
the Provost Library in the Winnick
House administration building.
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Colleges unable to
access needed funds

Job fair draws
prime employers
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
sis, it is causing colleges and universities to fear the ripple effect
headed toward them. “Wachovia’s
announcement sent shock waves
through higher education, sending hundreds of college presidents
rushing to check their financial vulnerability on every front,” according to Sam Dillon and Katie Zezima
of The New York Times.
Once the news broke on Oct.
1 about Wachovia’s actions with
higher education, a blog was started on the nytimes.com Economix
section.
Due to Wachovia’s actions, this
could mean cutbacks in universities, like the firing of staff, building
onto the crisis caused by Wall Street
hitting Main Street.
The University of Vermont, a
college in the tri-state area, has
invested about $79 million in the
Commonfund. Although universities’ money is secure, the problem

future of journalism and media
law.
The keynote speaker this year
was William K. Rashbaum of The
New York Times. He is known for
breaking open the scandal concerning former New York Gov. Eliot Spitzer earlier in the year, along
with other investigative pieces. Instead of giving a traditional speech,
the stage in the auditorium was set
up as an intimate setting with two

is their inability to access it.
The next problem the Commonfund faces is the search for a new
trustee to take their place, according to The Washington Post. However, this problem will seem much
worse to students and teachers as
opposed to the Commonfund. This
event is significant evidence of the
crisis’ affect on education. Loans
will become less of a possibility

for students as times worsen. College accounts and funds that were
invested in by companies like Wachovia that are being extremely
affected will cause hiring freezes,
tuition and cost increases and other financial drawbacks. At a time
when students will want to draw
out their education to delay facing
the jobless market, costs will be rising, forcing them out.

Globals merge at social
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
tional relations and I felt the
need to introduce something like
this to Baruch,” said Nastasiya Korolkova who founded the club. “I
am very excited for SAB to begin
the first semester.”
Kalari Augustin, a sophomore,
intended to find a club to satisfy

his interest in international affairs.
Solutions Across Borders was that
club.
“This is not only an outlet to
carry out school-related events, but
also events occurring in the community and abroad, and that is very
effective,” said Augustin.
The social attracted those with
one common purpose: to admin-

the bulletin provided. The longest
lines were for The New York Times,
Time, Inc., Sirius Radio and Turner
Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
Though, as students ran from
table to table, there was no provided break for lunch. Last year,
the conference provided sandwich
lunches ranging from roast beef to
turkey to tuna. This year, a table was
constantly refilled with apples, bananas and oranges. Students were
spotted eating them on the lines,

ister and speak about the issues
regarding people and internationalism.
“Getting to know people who
are familiar or in the same position
as yourself helps with adapting to
school and making differences in
school, and that is always a good
thing,” said Apolinar.

CUNY.EDU

chairs, a table and a water pitcher.
David Diaz, a veteran TV correspondent and a current Distinguished Lecturer at City College
then interviewed Rashbaum.
By 1 p.m., the much-awaited
recruiters were out and the lines
were streaming through the narrow
space provided. However this year,
the fold up tables lacked some reputable names. Bloomberg, Crain’s
and AM New York were not present,
although two of them were listed in

rejuvenating themselves before
their next five-minute interview.
The CUNY Graduate School of
Journalism had a table with a line
that sometimes spanned across the
room while others had lonely tables. Professors and administrators
of the graduate school also held a
panel in which they explained the
admissions process, education and
internships and answered a wide
array of questions.
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Did you know...
A Connecticut Supreme Court ruled that same-sex couples have a constitutional right to marry.
Connecticut became the third state to legalize gay marriage joining Massachussetts and
California. Tell us what you think. Email us at opinions@theticker.org

What an “Obamanation”

EDITORIAL

ZACHARY KLEIN
Taking a look at the current poll numbers
in the race to the White House, the naiveté
of American voters never ceases to amaze
me. The mainstream liberal New York Times
composed a front page article about Sen.
Barack Obama’s association with American
bomber William Ayers this past Saturday.
The article looks into the unpublicized
relationship Obama formed with Ayers, how
Ayers helped jump-start Obama’s political
career and that Obama sat on a board of
an Ayers foundation. American voters
continue to be naïve regarding Obama
as they so desire “change.” During these
tumultuous economic times, it is easy to
want the opposite of what we have. The
majority of the country is dissatisfied with
Republican President Bush. Combined with
an economic crisis, it leads voters to side
with Democrat Barack Obama.
But before voters decide on a president,
there must be vetting. Voters love Obama
since he is the self-proclaimed change agent,
but voters do not seem to be giving him a
background check. Just because Obama is

not a republican does not mean that he will
automatically bring about positive change.
Obama has a few suspicious relationships
in his life, which are of concern as an
American. Exploiting these relationships
is fair game in a presidential election. The
relationship covered in The New York Times
about William Ayers raises a red flag as to
who Obama associates himself with. Obama
also has a relationship with Louis Farrakhan,
Supreme Minister of the Nation of Islam
as the National Representative of Elijah
Muhammad, a noted anti-American and
an anti-Semite. Farrakhan has supported
Obama financially and Obama has referred
to him as a great leader. Lastly, there is
Obama’s pastor of 20 years, Jeremiah
Wright of Chicago, an anti-white, antiAmerican hate talker. Wright may have not
been spewing hate for 20 years, but those
comments he did make were shocking and
unforgivable.
We do not know much about Obama
as he is new to the political scene. People
may think they know him because he is a

good politician considering he seems like
a nice guy who says what people want to
hear. He is virtually an unknown. Therefore,
the little knowledge we do know about
him, such as who he associates himself
with, is crucial. It is obvious that the people
a person surrounds himself with speaks
volumes about that person’s judgment.
Obama’s associations are of concern to every
American and must be made an issue by the
media.
The media has publicized Obama’s
relationship with pending criminal Tony
Rezko, but being a politician, Obama, along
with the rest of Washington, has ties to
criminal people and illegal money. These
are not the associations I am referring
to, rather it is the unspoken ties Obama
has to anti-American public figures. It is
alarming and must be made an issue. It is
easy for the American voter to continue to
be naïve because of the dissatisfaction with
the country right now, but that cannot be a
reason to vote for Obama. There is no reason
for the media to do the public an injustice.

Sexism in the Palin debate
DAVID CHOWES
Can you imagine in the Obama-McCain
presidential debate if either candidate said
to the moderator, Jim Lehrer, “I will not
always answer the questions you ask: at
times I will be talking directly to my “Joe Six
Pack Americans?”
Both the opponent and the moderator
would object tirelessly. It would not be
allowed. But, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin got
away with it in the only vice-presidential
debate.
She would respond to questions from
Gwen Iffil and within seconds segue to her
irrelevant, canned political points, seeming
to give an answer without responding to the

question.
She did this over and over again. What
could Sen. Joe Biden do? If Palin were a
man, Biden could clean his clock. Biden,
a 25-year plus member of the Congress, is
known for his knowledge and experience.
If he responded, he would be perceived
by many as hurting a woman and it would
appear poorly to the 60 million people
viewing the debate on television.
So, he didn’t point out all the omissions
of one of the “Beverly Hillbillies.” He really
had no choice.
Patronization of a minority group
(women make up the majority in our

country) is one of the worst kinds of
discrimination. It creates in this case not a
“glass ceiling,” but a perception that women
are made of glass and you have to be gentle
because they are inferior.
Ms. Iffil did a terrible job as moderator,
perhaps because of a McCain campaign
statement made the day before. It said that
she is writing a book about the new black
politicians includeing Obama. McCain &
Co. implied that therefore she could not be
impartial.
So, sexism, at times, can be used as a tool
to win. Look, if you’re going to get in the
ring, be ready to fight.

Baruch’s smart financial practice
ANITTAH N. PATRICK
Silvia Garces’ “Baruch’s bad business
practices” opinion piece in the Oct. 6 issue
of The Ticker articulated what a lot of us
at Baruch are probably thinking: Why
can’t I charge my tuition anymore? But
as frustrating as it might be to no longer
be able to charge it without a 2.65 percent
transaction fee, it’s actually better for all of
us in the long run.
First, Garces asks a great question:
“Where are all these additional fees going?”
Every time you use a credit card, whether
it’s at Baruch or at the deli, a percentage
of your purchase goes to the network (e.g.
MasterCard) and another percentage goes
to the issuing bank (e.g. Chase). When
Baruch didn’t charge a transaction fee for
credit card charges, they only got to keep
97 percent of our tuition bill. So this fee is
actually a good business practice for Baruch
in strict dollar terms.

More importantly, Garces notes she
doesn’t qualify for financial aid. But there
are private student loans for even those of
us who don’t qualify for federal student aid
or loans. Take out a $10,000 private student
loan today, for example, begin repaying
it immediately, and if you make your
minimum monthly payment of $85, then in
20 years, you’ll have paid just over $20,000.
Compare that to self-financing with a
low-rate credit card. In order to pay off the
same amount over the same time frame on
the kind of credit card that most students
would qualify for, you’d have to make a
minimum monthly payment of $132. In
this simple example, financing your tuition
with your credit card is, dollar for dollar, 36
percent more expensive than financing with
a private student loan.
Figure you’ll land a sweet job and be
able to pay off a big chunk of your debt?

Hey, more power to you. The interest you’re
accruing on your credit card will always
(unless you have five or more years of
excellent credit) outpace the interest on
your student loan.
Given this, it almost seems like Baruch’s
fee is a service. Now, we have a disincentive
to simply whipping out the plastic. We’re
so trained to want convenience now, not
thinking about the future (the credit card
industry and the consumerist American
machine have spent billions to encourage
our bad spending habits) that sometimes we
need road bumps like the 2.65 percent fee
to pause and think about how we’re paying
for stuff.
But a moment of thought now can
mean a lot of money saved over the long, or
even medium, haul. And that, to me, isn’t
bad business practice, but smart financial
practice.
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Celebrating each other
every day of the year
For one month out of the calendar
year, Latin Americans are celebrated
for their accomplishments and
recognized for their contributions to
this country. October is our opportunity
to celebrate Latin heritage and culture.
At Baruch, several sponsors including
the Department of Black and Hispanic
Studies, PorColombia, along with many
other groups and organizations are
offering several events to give people
an opportunity to learn and explore the
Latin culture.
This is a wonderful opportunity, even
if you are not of Latin descent, to learn
about another culture. Considering we
are earning an education at the most
diverse school in the nation, perhaps we
should not take that status for granted
and devote our time and energy to
learning more about one another.
The sad reality is that there is no
reason why we shouldn’t be celebrating
all cultures year round. By designating
certain months and pinpointing which
cultures are celebrated we are in essence
undermining that particular culture’s
incorporation within American culture
and society.
Perhaps, the most puzzling thing
I find about trying to encapsulate
a culture’s accomplishments and
contributions to America by devoting a
month long celebration to them is that it
places a time restriction on that culture.
As one of the most amazing professors
I ever had here at Baruch, Professor
Regina Bernard, once told me “we’re
still playing it safe, in that we are really
dependent on one month to encapsulate
all the struggles of the people of color.”
It was for this reason that she felt
that these events at Baruch were so
important because it was a way to
commemorate those that are less
popular but yet still influential. I fully
agree and it is precisely this reason why
I urge all of you to take advantage of the
many events that are being held during
Latino Heritage Month here at Baruch.
There are some events taking place
during the month of October to get
you exposed to Latin culture. For
example, on Thursday, Oct. 16 in the
Multipurpose Room of the Newman
Vertical Campus during club hours,
PorColombia is hosting, Re-Discovering
Colombia, an event in which you have
an opportunity to learn of Colombia’s
rich culture through music, dancing,
and food. If that doesn’t entice you,
perhaps you could attend the “First
Annual Latino Cultural Fashion Show”
scheduled on Friday, Oct. 24 from 7pm
to 11pm in Mason Hall of the 23rd Street
building. Hosted by the Latino Society,
the event will be showcasing traditional
and contemporary music, dance and
fashion of the Latin culture.
Once again, I strongly encourage you
all to take time and appreciate what other
cultures have to offer. Consequently,
exposure to a new culture will help you
grow as an individual.
-Written by William Battaglia
opinions editor
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Candidates play political kid card
BY JHANEEL LOCKHART
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When political campaigns roll
around, some candidates try to
keep their children as far out of the
spotlight as possible. But this year,
more than ever, these children are
playing a vital role in their parents’
campaign.
While many Americans appreciate a glimpse into the candidates’
family life, many more are critical
of the fact that they are allowing
their children to be exposed to the
public and media.
Republican presidential candidate John McCain has been accused of using his adopted daughter as a prop to garner votes. Once
the main subject of a scandal in the
2002 election, Bangladeshi-born
Bridget McCain has now “become
part of a concerted strategy to convince voters that McCain, contrary
to what they may have heard, is
a steadfast ally on abortion,” said
Dana Goldstein of The New Republic.
In January of this year, the McCains allegedly sent out a flyer
depicting the two holding baby
Bridget, now 17 years old, and
standing beside a nun, sparking
criticism that she was being used
unfairly. But Gizelle Lugo, a firstyear student at Baruch and a close
follower of American politics, feels
that “people are reading too much”
into McCain’s action.
Alternatively, others do not

share her view. Kaydian Johnson,
an accounting major, was not surprised when she heard about the
flyer, saying “It’s just another one of
McCain’s nasty tactics.”
The McCains’ 24-year-old
daughter, Meghan, has
also become a constant focus of the
media — in fact,
some
people
think that she has
made herself into
a
“mini-celebrity” as she is often
compared with the
likes of Paris Hilton.
She even has a video blog, mccainblogette.com,
which she describes
as
“musings and
pop culture on
the campaign
trail.”
But although
McCain allows
his daughters to
participate in his
campaign, he is
adamant on being
tight-lipped when it
comes to his son, Jimmy, 19, and
his service in the military. Earlier
this year, The New York Times reported that “McCain has largely
maintained a code of silence about
his son, now a lance corporal, making only fleeting references to [Jimmy] in public, both to protect him

This shouldn’t be part of our politics,” Obama said in interview with
CNN.
Despite his admonitions, he recently allowed his daughters to be
interviewed by Access Hollywood, provoking criticism
that he was using them
to advance his campaign, after complaining that his
family was not
getting any privacy.
Immediately after the
interviews aired,
Obama told Matt
Lauer that he got
caught up and the
whole thing was a
mistake.
Sasha
and
Malia
could
also be spotted
on stage at the
democratic convention talking
to their father via
satellite. The crowd
applauded as the
two girls shouted
HENRY J. HOLLINGSWORTH I THE TICKER
greetings to their father and exchanged a
Obama, shares this belief when it nice family moment.
While many seem to have taken
comes to his family. He insisted
throughout his campaign that his this as nothing but a glimpse at
two daughters, 10-year-old Malia Obama’s personal side, the situand 7-year-old Natasha (Sasha), be ation excited remarks from some
kept out of the public eye. “People’s critics who believed he was exploitchildren are especially off limits. ing his children.
from becoming a prize target and
avoid exploiting his service for political gain.”
McCain’s opponent, democratic
presidential candidate Barack

Johnson enjoys java, New York attitude

It seems that the campaign is
having a greater effect on the children rather than on the campaign
itself. Early last month, Meghan
wrote in her blog, “It’s a rough go
being the son or daughter of a politician.” She said she feels “a certain
kinship” with Sarah Palin’s daughter, Bristol, as well as “other political daughters.”
Obama’s children are also feeling the effects of being exposed to
the media. Following their interview with Access Hollywood, McCain released an ad in swing states
saying that the Obama daughters
were cute but not ready to lead.
The Huffington Post reported
McCain saying, “We had to do
something to give the American
people some straight talk on those
two brats.” Sasha and Malia don’t
seem thrilled about the idea of their
dad as president either, since it
would mean having to uproot their
lives in Chicago and start fresh in
the White House.
With
candidates’
children
spending more and more time in
the public eye, blogs have sprung
up all over the web saying that they
shouldn’t be so exposed and that
the candidates are naïve if they
expect privacy when their kids are
in the limelight. Some Baruch students may agree that the children
should get a chance to enjoy their
childhood.
“They have no place in the merciless, unrelenting eye of the media,” said Lugo.

THE PROUSTIAN PROBE
BY REBECCA FORBES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In
the
late
19th
century,
French writer Marcel
Proust popularized
the pastime
CHARLES RILEY
of answerEnglish professor
ing several
questions
that were meant to reveal the
preferences of the person.
This issue’s interviewee is
Professor Charles Riley of the
English department.

Name: Jeffrey Johnson
Age: 25
Major: Undecided
Year: Sophomore, transfered
from Guilford Community
College in North Carolina

BY YAPHET MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jeffrey Johnson is in his first semester at Baruch after transferring
from Guilford Community College
in North Carolina. What brought
him to the city was an opportunity
to take advantage of getting an education at an affordable price.
Right now, Johnson is taking
core curriculum courses four days
a week and has yet to decide a major. He’s aiming for graduate school
to earn a master’s degree in psychology after finishing at Baruch
but Johnson doesn’t see a need to
specialize in psychology just yet.
On the weekends, Johnson
works shoveling and bagging coffee
at Porto Rico Importing Company
in the West Village. He thinks New
York City is marvelous because
of its diverse economic activities,
noting that small businesses with
unique flair are everywhere.
“A place like this couldn’t thrive
where I’m from. But in New York,
you have hundreds of places like
this. It’s a wonderful thing to see,”
he said of the Porto Rico Importing Company. “Once [large chain
operations] get too big, the tenderness people have for the work they
do disappears.”
In addition to helping him af-

What is your current state of
mind? Curious.
Who are your favorite authors? James Joyce, William
Shakespeare, John Keats.
What is your most obvious
characteristic?
Excessive enthusiasm.
What do you consider the
most overrated virtue?
Propriety.
JACK JEFFRIES I THE TICKER

Johnson, from South Carolina, now lives in Park Slope and enjoys working for Porto Rico Importing Company.
ford a shared apartment in Park
Slope, Brooklyn, one of the perks
of his job is unlimited free coffee.
“More than I’ll ever need,” he said
with a laugh.
In his spare time, Johnson likes
to hang out at coffee shops or go
to social gatherings, “anywhere
where I can talk to people who are
passionate about something.” He
views himself as an open-minded
guy and is interested in developing

social relationships.
Coming from North Carolina, a
state known for its southern hospitality, the New York attitude might
be hard to adjust to but Johnson
has embraced it.
“I think it’s kind of cool. I totally
respect it,” he said.
But compared to the gentility of
the south?
“I happen to think this is more
real,” he said of his new location.

“Just because someone is friendly
doesn’t mean they are your friend.
New Yorkers don’t pretend.”
Johnson’s dream job is to work
in a hospice, caring for people who
are terminally ill.
“I’d really like to be there to talk
to people in that incredible time of
need,” he explained. “That’s when
they need someone the most and
it would be awesome if I could be
that person.”

If you could choose an object
to come back as, what would
it be? A grand piano.
What is your motto?
“Nulla dies sine linea.” (Latin
for “No day without drawing
a line,” or in my case, without
writing).
What is your favorite sound?
The pop of a champagne
cork over the laughter of my
friends.
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Art off the beaten path

Book Corner

The beauty of the body Brainstorms
and love

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER

reveal the mark of her being a RUF
child soldier and sex slave. The girl’s
face is unnecessary in the image
because the brand across her chest
Ironically enough, sometimes
will forever haunt her existence.
the greatest source of inspiration
Some other prints of note include
for a photographer lies behind the
Jerome Liebling’s “British Museum
lens. While some search far and
(London, England)” (1967), which
wide for a worthy image to grace
has a Richard Prince-like quality in
their field of vision, the human
the photograph of famous sculpform in all its intricacies proves to
tures, which decorate the British
be quite a versatile subject with
Museum. Elliot Erwitt “Wilmingthe artists on display in the new
ton, NC (woman and mannequin)”
exhibition entitled, “Recasting the
(1950), is an eerie comparison of
Figure to Photography” at Baruch
an ideal plastic woman and a real
College’s Mishkin Gallery.
woman, which provokes questions of
beauty.
Then, there are the
obvious trophy pieces
in the show, which art
connoisseurs and dilettantes alike flock to
see from Larry Clark’s
“Untitled
(woman
with cigarette)” (1963)
to Walker Evans’ “Alabama Cotton Tenant
Farmer Wife” (1936) to
Cindy Sherman’s “Untitled” (1986) to Edward
Steichen’s “Joan Crawford“ (1932). All pieces
live up to the brouhaha
in that each work is an
exemplar for the artist
life’s work, from Clark’s
portraits of underrepresented members of
society’s subcultures to
Steichen’s remarkable
use of lighting.
Perhaps you’ve noticed some vacant wall
CANDACESCHARSU.COM
space recently around
Scharsu’s “Female Child Soldier Branded by Revolutionary United Front (RUF Rebels, Sierra Leone, the Vertical Campus,
that’s because all of the
West Africa)” (2000).
works on display are
pieces from Baruch’s
Though the 17 featured artists and “Rwandan Hutu Regugees permanent collection. Baruch
each has a unique approach to Waiting for Medical Attention (Be- boasts quite an expansive collecthe human form, from traditional naco, Tanzania)” (1994), Peress tion, if you haven’t already noticed.
portraits to nudes and every state effortlessly captures the quiet des- You may be reluctant to head over
of dress and undress found in be- peration of victims across the globe to the gallery to view this exhibitween, one fact remains undeni- in the midst of some of humanity’s tion, reassuring yourself that you’ll
just see the artwork when they put
able: the body is itself a work of art. darkest times.
Scharsu’s “Female Child Soldier them back on the walls, but “ReThe artists are merely providing
an alternate, more aesthetically Branded by Revolutionary United casting the Figure to Photography”
stimulating way of viewing that Front (RUF Rebels, Sierra Leone, will put the works into perspective
person we see staring back at us in West Africa)” (2000) is perhaps the and have you looking at yourself
the mirror everyday. For some pho- single most moving piece in the and those around you in a different
tographers, the body is like clay in entire exhibition. The image is that light.
which the artists, much like sculp- of a girl pulling down her shirt to
tors, mold to create a visually intriguing image.
For others, the figure has
a story already written on
the lines of its face or the
marks on its body, and
the photographer merely
documents it as dramatically as they can.
Perhaps the most
overt example of the first
category of artists whose
work is quite sculptural
is French artist, author
and filmmaker Lucien
Clergue. “Nude in the
Quarries” (1975) features
a nude female beautifully juxtaposed against
a stone structure. The
rugged texture of the
stones in comparison to
the fluidity of her supple
form and stance, which
attempts to mimic the
design of the stonework,
is both stark and striking.
BARUCH.CUNY.EDU/MISHKIN
The architectural quality
he infuses in his figures is Erwitt’s “Wilmington, NC (woman and mannequin)” (1950).
further evident in “Four
Nudes in the City” (1983),
ARTS EDITOR

in which the behinds of four figures
are placed in such a way as to create
an unceasing, undulating wave. The
black and white nature of his prints
bolster his purpose, by diminishing
any other variable highlighting the
actual construction of the image.
On the opposite end of the
spectrum we have the images of
Gilles Peress and Candace Scharsu,
which scream an important message to their viewer in their photojournalist approach, though not
always pleasant one. In “Massacre
Site, Nyarubuye, Rwanda” (1994)

BY DANIEL ENGESETTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Psychiatrists are in the business
of helping people whose minds
have become disordered. In “Atmospheric Disturbances,” Rivka
Galchen’s debut novel, Dr. Leo Liebenstein is a psychiatrist whose
own mind has become disordered.
Dr. Liebenstein, however, does not
recognize this.
Leo’s mind works perfectly well,
he tells us, as he narrates his story.
The problem is not with his mind,
it is with his beloved wife, Rema,
who has been replaced by a nearly
perfect imitation. Rema’s disappearance and replacement coincide with the disappearance of one

works wonders for Harvey’s condition.
Deceiving Harvey in order to
help him was Rema’s idea, in fact,
she is responsible for the weekly
phone calls, although she usually
just reads a grocery list into the phone while Leo nods gravely. The plan
was working until Harvey disappears. When Rema is replaced by
a doppelganger, Leo’s well-trained
mind goes into overdrive. When a
novel is narrated by a person who
has lost all touch with reality, it’s
impossible to know what is fact
and what is delusion. The fact of Dr.
Liebenstein’s profession confuses
things further. When a psychiatrist
becomes delusional, he has every
resource available to prove, to hi-

POPSERIOUS.COM

Author Rivka Galchen
of Leo’s patients, a schizophrenic
named Harvey. Leo believes there
is a connection, and his investigation of the matter becomes the intriguing and hilarious story that is
Galchen’s impossible-to-put-down
novel.
Leo’s trouble started with a lie.
His patient Harvey has an obsession with the weather — he believes himself to be a secret agent
of the Royal Academy of Meteorology, which sends him secret messages through Page 6 of The New
York Post. In order to help control
the erratic behavior that this erroneous belief inspires in Harvey,
Dr. Liebenstein pretends that he
has been receiving messages from
the Royal Academy as well, and he
relays these to Harvey in his weekly
therapy sessions. With Harvey in
the office, the phone rings, and Dr.
Liebenstein receives the Academy’s
instructions, which usually involve
long walks on the beach or in Central Park. This therapeutic approach

mself
and
others, that he is not.
“Atmospheric Disturbances” is
a whirlwind investigation narrated
by a keen, if unbalanced, mind of
what it means to be in love and in
touch with reality. Galchen seems
to suggest that these states may be
mutually exclusive, and that the
harmless deceptions in which we
involve ourselves and others may
be the best alternative to madness.
“Atmospheric Disturbances”
by Rivka Galchen
hardcover, $24
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
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Exhibition
Schedule
COMPILED BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

n Oct. 14
“Arctic Cross”
Alejandro Cardenas
James Fuentes LLC
35 St. James Place

n Oct. 16
“Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow”
Marc Lepson
M.Y. Art Prospects
547 W. 27th St.

n Oct.15
“I Will Wait Quietly”
Jud Bergeron
Sloan Fine Art
128 Rivington St.

n Oct. 16
“Spin Zero”
Amy Myers
Mike Weiss
520 W. 24th St.

n Oct. 16
“Furniture and Lighting“
Greta Magnusson
Grossman Drawing Center
35 Wooster St.

n Oct. 16
“Did It!”
Leon Golub
Ronald Felman Fine Arts
31 Mercer St.

Brand Spankin’
New Music
n The sweet
sounds of
survival
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT NEWS
EDITOR

Anyone
who
has
heard anything about
Jack’s Mannequin between the
releases
of
their
first two
re c o rd s,
“Everything In
Transit”
in August,
23 2005 and
“The Glass
Pa s s e ng e r ”
on Sept. 30,
probably heard that lead singer/
keyboardist Andrew McMahon developed and recovered from acute
lymphoblastic leukemia. It also
should come as no surprise that
the latter is a chronicling of his ailment with lyrics like, “I’m alive and
I don’t need a witness to know that
I’ve survived,” from the album’s first
single, The Resolution.

n “Acid

Tongue”: a
deliciously
trippy taste
BY SOPHIA HEPHEASTOU
COPY EDITOR

Rilo Kiley
lead
singer,
Jenny Lewis,
is back again
with a new
soulful sweetpitched sound
that has turned
the rock pixie into
a modern day sultry gospel singer.
“Acid Tongue,” the
follow-up album to
her 2006 solo debut,
“Rabbit Fur Coat,”
varies in sound creating tracks that are both
rowdy and exciting (See
Fernando and Carpetbaggers), but also some

Even if some of the progress
made between albums can be attributed to the producer, Phil Spector, whose production resume includes artists like The Beatles, Ike
and Tina Turner and The Righteous
Brothers, the work is a melodic masterpiece that owes much of its brilliance to McMahon’s lush piano riffs
and soulful singing. His voice takes
on a previously unexpressed gritty
urgency that, when coupled with
his roller coaster-like vocal range,
spills intensity into
every word.
The diverse
instrumentation
choices and
captivating
themes successfully depict the harrowing depth
of his struggle
and the heartrending climb
to wellness.
Although
the
sometime
AMAZON.COM
cheesy lyrics (“I
called Jesus but he
didn’t check his phone today”)
and clichéd metaphors (“I can’t
remember when the earth turned
slowly”) can interrupt the album’s
relentless flourish, it is easy to lose
these trees in the album’s harmonious forest.
Recommended
American Love

Tracks:

Caves,

notably softer tunes (Tryin’ My Best
and Acid Tongue). Lewis also incorporates several other artists including Elvis Costello, M.Ward and
Zooey Dechanel making this album
a treat for indie-folk music lovers.
Even though the album’s songs
feature many different elements
and instruments, Lewis
still
rises
above, making
“Acid
Tongue” a
top album
of 2008.

A M A ZO N

.COM

Recommended tracks: Pretty Bird,
Sing a Song For Them.
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Frontrunner for must-see
BY SOPHIA AHMAD
STAFF WRITER

race was a factor in his decision to
choose a running mate. A hesitant
and stuttering Zisiadis, says of his
running mate, “Basically us together produces a synergical force of
amiability which is far beyond the
reaches of normal human

On Saturday, Oct. 4, The New
Yorker Festival held a screening of
“Frontrunners,” a witty, albeit entertaining documentary about four
Stuyvesant High School students
who run for Student Union President.
“Frontrunners” is arguably the
most clever film within the clichéd
theme of class elections. It focuses
on the stress and competition high
school students face on a daily basis, yet still manages to incorporate
human interaction and the importance of personality differences as
underlying themes. The film follows juniors Mike Zaytsev, Alex
Leonard, Hannah Freiman and
George Zisiadis as they all vie for
the same position.
Mike has had prior experience in Stuyvesant’s student
government and runs with unnerving confidence as his running mate, Marta, expresses
discomfort in his campaign
tactics. He is seen as a “front- FRONTRUNNERSTHEFILM.COM
comprehension.”
runner,” or candidate likely to
move past the primaries. He casu- Based on the audience’s reaction,
ally assumes that since he served as his quote was not as basic as he
sophomore class president, many may have intended it to be. The use
of the students in his year will vote of an extensive vocabulary domifor him. The difference lies, how- nates most of his conversations
ever, in the fact that the Student with peers. His need for validation,
Union presidential election is open through acquaintances as well as
to the entire student body, as op- throughout the overall campaign,
is also evident.
posed to just the junior class.
Alex, on the other hand, is the
George, the other candidate
with Student Union experience, most laid-back of the four candiruns with inexplicable determina- dates, without a real platform, or
tion. He takes into account the ra- even campaign flyers. Students
cial divides in Stuyvesant, noting who were asked whether or not
that the student body is roughly they would vote for him knew him
56 percent Asian, and implies that as the “tall kid.” Other students did

not know he was running.
Hannah, the only girl at the head
of the ballot, is the quintessential
extracurricular overachiever of the
bunch. She, however, lacks student
government experience which
leads students to believe that she
will not make it past the primaries.
The general campaign consisted
of a debate televised in homeroom
and a coveted school newspaper
political endorsement.
Filmed in 2006, the documentary poses some amusing moments,
including an instance where a student states that he believes a woman has a much higher chance of becoming the president of the United
States than an African American or
other minority would.
A forum, moderated by New
Yorker staff writer Rebecca Mead,
was held after the screening which
Caroline Suh, the director, Erika
Frankel, the producer, George Zisiadis, and former SU faculty advisor
Matthew Polazzo participated in.
Zisiadis, currently a sophomore
at Harvard University, questioned
whether the nature of the campaign
was worthwhile, compared to his
tenure as SU president for the 20062007 school year. He is currently
working on Congressman John
Sarbanes’s re-election campaign.
Polazzo, a social studies teacher
at Stuyvesant, who worked closely
with Zisiadis, cited his personality
as a big factor in his win. Polazzo
said that Zisiadis had a near menacing first impression, but also had
a way of convincing people that he
would do his job.
“Frontrunners” is a must-see for
New Yorkers and others alike. It will
play at the New York Film Forum.
Visit frontrunnersthefilm.com.

BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW
BPAC CORRESPONDENT

This week at the Performing
Arts Center, we are pleased to
announce a new dialogue series
entitled “Weissman Talks.” The
fall 2008 series will focus on the
Holocaust in Poland. On Oct.
16 at 5 p.m., Dean Jeffrey Peck
of the Weissman School of Arts
& Sciences will interview Tovah
Feldshuh about her research
in Poland for the play “Irena’s
Vow” (currently at the Baruch
Performing Arts Center). On Oct.
19 at 6 p.m., Peck, Jessica Lang,
English professor and professors
Ruth Adler and Stephen Garrin
of modern language and comparative literature will show clips
from the documentary, “Image
Before My Eyes,” directed by
Joshua Waletzky, which discusses the impact of the Holocaust
on life in Poland. Both events are
free.
55UNDERGROUND
will
present Glacier Garden on Oct.
17 at 9:30 p.m. Glacier Gardenwas formed in 2006 and since
then has developed a loyal fan
base devoted to their progressive music, a modern sound and
sensibility that is tempered with
the hard beat of old-fashioned
rock ’n’ roll. Glacier Garden consists of Galen Criscione and Will
Folberth on guitar and vocals,
Jim Burkle on bass and Anthony
LoScalzo on drums. Their self-titled album was released in 2007
with songs such as “Where You

Been” and “You.” The opening
band will be ATOMICTOM. Tickets for Baruch students are $8.
Continuing through Oct. 25
at 7:30 p.m., One Time Productions in association with the Performing Arts Center will present
“An Adult Evening of Shel Silverstein” by Shel Silverstein. This is
a provocative, farcical, cynical
and sometimes-raunchy look
into human relationships and
interaction through a series of vignettes created by the late author
giving a showcase to his incredible talent and irreverent whit.
Tickets are $12 for students and
$15 for Baruch faculty and staff.
General admission is $25. There
is a reception at 6:30 p.m. before
each night’s performance.
“Irena’s Vow,” featuring Tovah Feldshuh, continues and
has received rave reviews. It is a
riveting, life-affirming tale about
one of the most courageous and
unsung heroines of World War II.
During the German occupation
of Poland, Irena Gut Opdyke,
a Polish catholic, was forced to
work as head housekeeper for a
very prominent German major.
Over a two-year period of service, Irena would risk her own
life in order to save the lives of
12 Jewish refugees whom she secretly took under her care. Rush
tickets are $25.
For information stop by the
BPAC Box Office (NVC first floor),
call 646-312-4085 or visit baruch.
cuny.edu/bpac.
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Recent findings suggest:
Drinking water has small concentrations of pharmaceuticals, those that have been
flushed down the toilet by the American health care industry and consumers like you.

NASA space program derailed
BY ALEX KUSHNEROV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

From the time of the Cold War
and the lunar landing, the space
program has been a symbol of
America’s ingenuity, determination
and scientific innovation.
In 2010, however, the space
shuttle program will temporarily
shut down until the next generation of shuttles arrive, which will be
no earlier than 2015. The five-year
gap, leaving America without aeronautical flight might seem insignificant, but could actually have dire
effects on the nation.
In 2003, after the destruction
of the space shuttle Columbia and
the deaths of seven crew members,
President George W. Bush ordered
NASA to shut down all currently
used space shuttles by 2010, but
promised to return astronauts to
the moon and eventually send
them to Mars.
This announcement was welcomed as a bold vision of reinvigorating the space program and
setting America back on the path
of space dominance, but NASA’s

budget hasn’t grown to answer his
vision.
Currently, NASA receives just
more than half of a percentage
point from the $2.78 trillion annual
U.S. budget, which it uses to procure safe, effective and state of the
art spacecrafts.
This budget proves to be insufficient for NASA’s reach. The B-2
stealth bomber costs U.S. taxpayers
roughly $2.2 billion alone.
The New Horizons robotic mission to Pluto, which will answer
fundamental questions about our
solar system, was nearly canceled
due to a lack of funds with a total
budget of $650 million.
Currently, the American military
has 20 B-2 bombers at a cost of $44
billion, which is three times greater
than the entire NASA budget.
Aside from losing the capability of aeronautical flight, there will
also be a major decline in the number of climate monitoring satellites
at a time when they are particularly
needed.
About one third of the 120 climate satellites will be out of commission by 2010, and the other two

VISITINGDC.COM

The space shuttle will make its final flight in 2010.
thirds will not only break down
faster, but will also become unreliable without the enhancements

and improvements they need.
Another downside to shutting
the program down is the loss of

employment for thousands of Floridians, which may fuel the current
economic crisis that actually began
in Florida and California where the
majority of subprime mortgages
currently exist.
China, on the other hand, is
making huge advancements in
their space program, especially
with their recent launching of the
Shen Zhou VII spacecraft.
Their future goal is to build a
space station that will aid Chinese
astronauts in making a moon landing before the Americans, set for
2020, when NASA intends to return
to the moon.
During that five-year gap, the
U.S. will have to rely on Russia for
any desired space flights and buy
seats aboard space crafts like any
other space tourists.
With the mounting tensions
between the two countries, cooperation will probably still continue,
said Michael Krepon, co-founder
of the Henry L. Stimson Center, a
policy institute dealing with international peace and security. But he
also said that tickets “may become
very expensive” for Americans.

Furry fretters The joys of soy
BY REBECCA FORBES

BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A new study by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature
found that one in four of the world’s
mammals are at risk of extinction.
The report, revealed at the World
Conservation Congress in Barcelona last week, is part of the findings
of the IUCN’s Red List of Threatened Species, which is updated annually and lists both animals and
plants.
Over 1,800 scientists from more
than 130 countries helped conduct
the survey, according to the IUCN.
In addition, many institutions and
universities collaborated with the
efforts.
The Red List is produced by the
IUCN’s Species Survival Commission, a huge network of species
experts working in almost every
country in the world with data supplied by several partner organizations. The Red List goes under a
major analysis every four years.
According to a press release by
the IUCN, 1,141 of the Earth’s 5,487
mammals are said to be threatened
with extinction.
In this year’s list, 188 mammals
are in the highest threat category,
“critically endangered.” Included in
this group is the Iberian lynx, which
has a population of only 84 to 143
adults and is continuing to decline
because of a shortage of its primary
prey, the European rabbit.
The Tasmanian devil was one
of 450 mammals listed in the “endangered” category. It was moved
from “least concern” after its global
population dropped more than 60
percent in the last decade because
of a fatal and infectious cancer, according to the IUCN.
Some species of the Red List
made their first appearance this
year. One example is the Grey-faced
Sengi, or Elephant-shrew, which
is only found in two forests in the
Udzungwa Mountains in Tanzania.
Though fully protected, the forests
are defenseless against fires, forc-
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The elephant shrew was labeled as “vulnerable” on the Red List of Threatened Species.
ing the placement of the species in
the “vulnerable” category.
The press release noted that
“habitat loss and degradation affect 40 percent of the world’s mammals.” Areas of the globe that are
most severely affected are Central
and South America, West, East and
Central Africa, Madagascar, and
South and Southeast Asia. Overharvesting is greatly affecting larger
mammals, particularly in Southeast Asia and parts of Africa and
South America.
According to its website, the
IUCN “helps the world find pragmatic solutions to our most pressing environment and development
challenges.”
Founded in 1948, it is the world’s
oldest and largest global environmental network. It is headquartered in Switzerland and has more
than 1,000 member organizations
in 140 countries. It also holds the
distinction of having “official observer status” at the United Nations
General Assembly.
The aim of the Red List, whose
history stretches back to 1963, is
to “convey the urgency and scale
of conservation problems to the
public and policy makers, and to
motivate the global community to

try to reduce species extinctions.” It
is used by many, including government agencies and environmental
organizations.
The Red List helps illustrate the
connection between important
changes in biodiversity and the effects it has on the population levels
of all species. In addition, one of its
major uses is to establish a “baseline from which to monitor the future status of species.”
There are nine categories in
the Red List: Extinct, Extinct in the
Wild, Critically Endangered (extremely high risk of extinction), Endangered (very high risk), Vulnerable (high risk), Near Threatened,
Least Concern, Data Deficient
(there is inadequate information to
make any kind of assessment) and
Not Evaluated.
Another portion of the Red List
is the label Critically Endangered
Possibly Extinct for species that are
most likely extinct, but confirmation is required through more indepth surveys and analysis. Cuba’s
Little Earth Hutia was one of the 29
species flagged because it has not
been seen in almost 40 years.
For more information on the
IUCN or the full Red List for 2008,
visit iucn.org.

After a study conducted by the
Women’s Health Initiative raised
concerns about the carcinogenic pitfalls of estrogen therapy in
March 2008, women suffering from
osteoporosis were sent searching
for viable countermeasures to protect against bone deterioration.
The WHI investigators emphasized that estrogen therapy increases the risk of developing cancer by
0.3 percent, and also stated firmly
in the abstract of the study, “the
overall health risks of hormone
therapy exceeded its benefits.”
The strains of cancer specifically discovered to be aggravated
by the study are breast and colorectal, the incidence of cardiovascular
disease were augmented by 1.12
percent, as well.
The release of the WHI report
incited a swell in demand in recent
months for the alternative supplement Genistein, although it has
negative side effects.
However, according to an article by Drs. Kay Judge and Maxine
Barish-Wreden of Sutter Medical Group in Elk Grove, Calif., the
naturally-produced genistein, an
isoflavone content of soy products
is a risk-free option which retains
all the benefits of the concentrated
supplements but minimizes the
detriments.
The study that first introduced
genistein to the public, done for
the Annals of Internal Medicine
in 2007, provided evidence that
the isoflavone genistein, a class
of organic compounds found in
significant quantities of soy beans
and byproducts, can be taken to increase bone density.
The 389 women who participated in the study had mild bone
loss and were given either a placebo or 54 milligrams of genistein.
Both groups received supplements
of calcium and vitamin D. Calcium
is a necessary ingredient for bone

formation and vitamin D is essential for calcium absorption.
After the groups were compared,
the bone density of the women
who took additional genistein were
found to have higher aggregate
bone density, as well as decreased
aggregate bone loss.
A minor side effect observed in
the placebo group was a small incidence of gastrointestinal discomfort.
The pair of doctors from Sutter
Medical Group are wary of this approach, “since genistein is a plant
hormone, and the safety of longterm exposure to hormone-sensitive tissue like the breasts and ovaries is unknown at this time.”
They qualified this statement
by saying that, “including soy
foods in your diet, like edamame
(soybeans), tofu and soy milk, is a
healthy way to capture the benefits
of these plant substances.”
Another doctor from Sutter,
Therese Rossellini, D.O., said, “everybody went off their [estrogen]
hormones around 2002–03, when
the Women’s Health Initiative study
came out.
“While no one can blame women for just saying ‘no’ to taking hormones, along with raising the risk
of heart attack, blood clots, stroke
and breast cancer, that after all, one
of the not-so-nifty consequences
of that choice may be an increased
risk of osteoporosis,” in the October 2008 issue of the Sacramento
Magazine.
According to the International
Osteoporosis Foundation, Osteoporosis, or “porous bone,” affects
an estimated 10 million Americans
and is considered a major U.S. public health threat.
One in 3 women over 50 will experience fractures due to a brittle
bone structure, as will 1 in 5 men.
In its early stages, osteoporosis,
like heart disease, is typically asymptomatic.
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Students better get in line
BY LUIS SUED
Baruch students will find the
job landscape barren as the credit
crises worsens. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics,
172,000 jobs have been lost in the
financial services industry since
its employment peak in December
2006.
During
September,
employment in financial activities
fell by 17,000 jobs with almost
half of the jobs cut from securities
and investments firms. The
unemployment rate for September,
however, stayed at 6.1 percent.
“Students are feeling anxiety,
which is normal. I am feeling
anxiety. There are just too many
unknowns in the situation. As a
consequence of that anxiety, the
students are coming in repeated
times and asking the same
questions and they want to be
reassured,” said the director of the
Starr Career Development Center,
Patricia Imbimbo.
Baruch
students
seeking
investment banking opportunities
and paid internships have consider
alternative fields. Even accounting
majors and related career paths
are facing constraints in a troubled
economy.
Despite all of the negative
news about the conditions of the
economy, employers hope that
the situation improves. A financial
advisor at Merril Lynch recently
said in an interview with The
Ticker, “If Merril’s investors vote
against their merger with Bank of
America during the first quarter,
Merril Lynch might be able to save
more jobs and turn itself into a
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‘bank-holding company,’ but that is
unlikely to happen as Merril Lynch
would only add value to Bank of
America.”
According to Imbimbo, 758
students attended the Sept. 19
career fair at Baruch. Over 80
companies came to the fair and
offered opportunities ranging from
finance to human resources and
even public agencies in New York
and other states had something
to offer. The only company not
represented was Lehman Brothers
they were in the process of being

sold. When asked about SCDC’s
relationship with Lehman’s new
owner, Imbibo said, “Barclays
did hire already at Baruch. In
our efforts to reach out to invite
companies, Barclays is on the list.”
The elimination of jobs, especially
in the financial sector, could result
in internships and positions being
withdrawn in the future.
“Take any opportunity you
can get. Those students that can
seize the opportunities they find
are the ones who would succeed,”
said Imbimbo. “Opportunities are

opportunities. An unpaid internship
at an accounting firm would give
students a great opportunity for
networking.”
Companies
are
changing their patterns in order to
adapt with the changing economy.
During a corporate presentation on
campus, a Goldman Sachs recruiter
said that they were hiring on a need
basis while working to turn the
company’s structure around.
The credit situation is forcing
students to look for other job
options that have always been
around. Students at Baruch are

starting to cope with the idea of
pursuing a career in finance in
non-traditional firms. Since the
job market is shrinking, a shift
away from Wall Street can be seen.
“That is certainly what we are
encouraging them to do. There is a
finance department in a hospital.
Target, here the other day, was
thrilled with the students that they
interviewed. Target could actually
be a place that could increase its
business. People who might’ve
shopped at high-end places now
might shop at Target,” Imbibo said.

BY COSETTE PICHARDO
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

The Stan Ross Department of
Accounting will be playing catch
up as the Securities Exchange
Commission’s
switches
from
the U.S. Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, by 2014,
to the International Financial
Reporting Standards,
The IFRS is a set of accounting
standards created to replace all
financial reporting standards all
over the world. It has been around
since 1973 and approximately
100 countries have adopted these
standards.
Professor Paquita Davis-Friday
of the accountancy department,
said, “[IFRS] is not as different as
people may think. For [over] the
past five years, the FASB [Financial
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Accounting Standards Board]
has been working jointly with the
IASB [International Accounting
Standards Board] to create similar
accounting standards.” There are
five areas where there are major
differences, but, for the most part,
the two models overlap.
With one set of accounting
standards it will be easier for
shareholders to analyze the
profitability and overall financial
health of companies, regardless
of their borders. It will also cut
compliance costs for multinational
corporations that have to create
different standards for each
jurisdiction in which they do
business. This international model
will not be limited to financial
reporting; seemingly unrelated
fields, such as tax, internal audit
and managerial accounting, will

experience growing pains, as well.
Faculty leaders across the
nation now face the arduous task
of integrating these new principles
into the curriculum. “The United
States is a litigious society,” said
Professor
Masako
Darrough,
PhD., and chair of the Stan Ross
Department of Accountancy. GAAP
has many rules that aid companies
in avoiding lawsuits. IFRS, on the
other hand, is more principlebased and relies on judgment in
order to be applied correctly.
Although the department has
not yet established a schedule
to fully integrate international
accounting into the curriculum,
Darrough affirms that measures
are being taken to tackle the
change. “Most of the financial
accounting courses will discuss
the major differences between U.S.
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Closing the GAAP to IFRS

GAAP and IFRS,” said Darrough.
Some accounting students have
already encountered the topic of
IFRS in their own courses. DavisFriday believes the next hurdle in
the change to the international
framework will be with textbooks.
However, this is not an issue in her
classes. “The textbooks that I use
have an international component,”
said Davis-Friday.
Direct experience with IFRS is
not necessary to instruct students
on the treatment of these principles,
the chair asserts. “Even with U.S.
GAAP, professors are working
hard to study [GAAP and IFRS].”
Professors that dedicate their time
to research these principles offer

in-depth knowledge that may not
be garnered through experience.
Darrough ensures that Baruch
alumni are more prepared to
assimilate the new changes than
they think; the Baruch accounting
curriculum focuses on instructing
students on the reasoning behind
the application of accounting
standards in the first place,
understanding GAAP may prove to
be useful in the convergence.
“There is a subtle difference
between IFRS and GAAP but [they]
are quite similar, as well because
these students would have to be
familiar with both U.S. GAAP and
IFRS, it will be a challenging time.”
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Financial
sector
Sex sells and
so do bailouts propels job loss
OPINION IN BUSINESS

BY FABIAN OHORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The United States’ economic
future may look bleak, but
Americans are resilient and we
are bound to come out of this
unscathed for the most part.
Historically speaking, this isn’t
the worst economic situation to
rear its ugly head, but it is still too
early to say how much further it
may spiral out of control. The
solution offered by the Federal
government, a $700 billion
bailout, could do more harm
than good.
When Henry Paulson offered
to buy up Wall Street’s assets,
something seemed off with
the proposal. Paulson and his
cohorts knew full well that no
$700 billion bailout/ would fix
the nation’s troubled economy.
If you’re choking on a chicken
bone, pepto bismol won’t help
you. With the Dow below 10,000
points for the first time in four
years, many will be questioning
the worthiness of the bailout.
Paulson, a former Goldman
Sachs executive, has an interest
staked in this bailout. The perfect
analogy that fits Paulson is the
man who leaves his house, makes
his bed and wants to go back
home to see his bed the same
way he left it. Paulson left Wall
Street and Goldman worth $700
million. Paulson is definitely
trying to help his buddies on
Wall Street with taxpayer money
instead of letting them fall.
The Financial Times claimed
he needed to set up a board to be
run by the likes of Paul Volcker
and the situation would improve.
Instead of creating new boards,
which would lead to more blame
shifting, the U.S. government

should have responded with a
restructuring of the Securities
Exchange Commission and how
it evaluates and responds to what
is considered risky behavior in
the financial world.
Paulson’s plan, in simplest
words, is buying up the failing
assets without determining their
actual worth. In many cases,
the Federal government may be
severely overpaying for assets
that will fail to reach their value.
Paulson is making a huge gamble
with this plan. Companies have
too much debt and not enough
money to finance their day-today operations. There will be too
much money chasing too few
assets, and with the U.S. facing
inflationary pressure already,
this will lead to skyrocketing
prices.
What should have been done
is allow the failing companies to
be taken over by their creditors
just like the airline industry.
Let the risk-takers pay for their
mistakes. The only downside to
that is most shareholders would
be wiped out, bankruptcy would
have shed the non-profitable
parts of many on Wall Street and
only the most profitable would
have survived.
Most on Wall Street are scared
of this because it would put the
true value of their companies
on the market, so they need a
government gullible enough
to pay above market value for
their bad debts. Don’t be scared
by those who say if Wall Street
crashes then Main Street will do
the same. If Wall Street did crash,
the $700 billion would have
been better used to create jobs
and help minimize the “domino
effect” that Wall Street has on
Main Street.

TED: Still spreading

BLOOMBERG.COM

BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

As business students, we’ve
been conditioned to follow the
Dow Jones Industrial Average to
gauge the performance of the market and the economy. The media
has played a huge part in promoting the volatility in the Dow, but
the current crisis is a function of
tight credit. The focus should be
on the TED spread, which directly
measures credit conditions and is a
widely watched barometer of interbank lending.
The TED spread is the difference
between three-month LIBOR (the
London Inter Bank Offered Rate)
and three-month US Treasury bills.
Last Wednesday, the TED spread
widened to about 403 basis points,
the biggest gap in over a decade.
This is a spread that many market
observers never envisioned seeing.
The TED spread is usually around

50 basis points, but rose above 100
basis during the start of the credit
crisis. On Sept. 5, the TED spread
was just 104 basis points. The most
troubling aspect of this 440 plus
spread is the fact that the currentTED spread mirrors the spread level before the market crash of 1987.
The three-month LIBOR is essentially what banks charge each
other to borrow money. The spread
also reflects declining yields for
three-month treasury bills as investors flee to the safety of treasuries, paying higher prices for the
three-month bills and accepting
lower yields. As investors flock to
ultra-safe government treasury
bills, yields have fallen. Also, banks’
distrust of lending to each other
pushes interbank lending rates up,
creating a large spread. The TED
spread is a key indicator of risk. A
wide spread indicates a bigger aversion to risk and points to evidence
of distress in the financial market.

n As the markets
continue to sink,
so does the employment rate
BY DAVID ENGEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The decline in the job market
has resulted in the loss of thousands of jobs on Wall Street and in
other industries. The acquisition
of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan in
March, which rescued Bear Stearns from collapse, resulted in the
loss of 9,000 jobs at Bear Sterns.
According to CNN Money, many of
the unemployed from Bear Stearns
are still searching for full-time employment, though experts continue
to predict increasing job losses.
According to Bloomberg News,
AIG is planning to lay off about 600
people. According to BNet Financial Services, Washington Mutual
will eliminate approximately 10
percent of its workforce of approximately 200,000 people, as a result
of JPMorgan’s buyout of the company. At Lehman Brothers, only
9,000 to 10,000 employees of 26,200
employees will keep their jobs, according to the Wall Street Journal.
A Wall Street Journal article profiled actions business schools all
over the nation are taking to help
alumni who have lost their jobs at
Lehman Brothers and other financial companies. According to the
director of the Starr Career Development Center, Patricia Imbimbo,
“We are reaching out to alumni that
we know were working at Lehman
or Merrill. We’re in contact with
them and where we can, we are
trying to hook them up with other
people that we may know.”
According to the outplacement
firm Challenger Grey & Christmas,
almost one in every six job cuts
this year came from the financial
sector and this was before the recent failure of major banks on Wall
Street. This follows on the heels of
the 153,000 job cuts in the financial
sector in 2007.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there were thousands
of job cuts in many sectors of the
economy during the last month.
There were 51,000 jobs lost in the
manufacturing industry, 35,000
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Seasonally Adjusted unemployment rate from 1998 to 2008. The
cross hatched section represents a period of recession.

A monthly breakdown of the 760, 000 jobs lost this year.
jobs lost in the construction industry, 40,000 jobs cut in the retail
industry and 17,000 jobs cut in the
leisure and hospitality industries.
In addition, the only two sectors
that had gains were government
jobs, which added 9,000 jobs and
healthcare services and education,
which added 25,000 jobs, according CNN Money.
Imbimbo stated, “Finance and
accounting are our two biggest majors. Those are probably the largest number of recruiters that come
here. Having said that, it doesn’t
mean that your dreams are at an
end. I really don’t want students
to walk away thinking that they
can’t dream anymore. That would
be a terrible tragedy more than a
mistake. Dream big, but dream
broadly. Change your dreams, have
dreams, have aspirations. Be will-

ing to change those dreams when
you need to. The students who can
be flexible and who can do that are
the ones who are going to be able
to get up and move up quickly. The
opportunity might be a government job. The opportunity may be
a non-profit. You don’t know where
the opportunity is going to be. It
doesn’t mean you should sit home
and not work until the economy
comes back.”
There is a palpable level of uncertainty in the job market, especially
in the financial industry, which is
undergoing an unparalleled shift.
The under-employment rate, which
accounts for part-time workers and
unemployed individuals who have
given up on looking for work, rose
from 10.7 percent to 11 percent, its
highest rate since 1994.

Crisis brings worry
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Students at Baruch should not
be discouraged by the unfolding
events we are seeing today. The
United States has gone through
various periods of recession and
slow growth and has been able
to re-emerge. Companies are still
hiring. Even though we are seeing
reductions in employment, we are
not seeing major hiring freezes.
Imbimbo warned Baruch students
against lowerd efforts when
searching for jobs.
“In 2002, fewer students
showed up for career day in a
down economy. At other schools
as well,” said Imbimbo. “Students
were kind of giving up. That is
the wrong way to go. In a down
economy you would re-double
your efforts and do even more …
You would make sure you go … It is
an opportunity to network, to talk

to other students. Students need
to do more and not do less. Take
advantage of the opportunities out
there. Baruch students are as good
as everybody and the word is in the
market place.”
Students can look at their
options from two perspectives:
either landing a job or being
unemployed. The resources are out
there, only the effort is needed.
The SCDC is one of the key
resources Baruch students have to
get a jumpstart in their careers. They
provide the tools a student needs in
order to start the internship or job
search. In response to the crisis, “We
now offer up to three workshops on
how to be bullish in the market,”
Imbimbo said. And when reaching
out to new firms, SCDC does not
leave out smaller firms. They make
sure Baruch students get the best
opportunities out there. There has
been an increase in the number of

students coming to the center since
the beginning of the year.
Imbimbo advises students to
become flexible and take advantage
of the opportunities presented to
them. “There would be more jobs in
technology, healthcare [hospitals],
healthcare agencies. They need
accountants, financial service
people as well as practitioners.
There might not be an opportunity
to work in investment banking, but
the opportunities are going to be
there.” The market place for jobs
in finance is currently volatile, but
a BBA from Baruch in finance or
a related field prepares students
to work in a wide range of jobs.
Students do not need to change
their majors to pursue different
areas of interest within business.
The job market goes beyond Wall
Street. Baruch students ought
to have a wider scope when
considering their future jobs.
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OUR CAREERS
INTERVIEW WITH PATRICIA IMBIMBO,
Director of the Starr Career Development Center
From your perspective, how would
you describe the current job and internship market specifically in regard to the
number and caliber of firms recruiting at
Baruch?
The firms recruiting this year are the
same as they have been in the past. What’s
different is that they are recruiting for less
students and I mean they’re interviewing
less students and they are recruiting for fewer jobs. So that’s what has changed. They’re
all coming. We had a career day on Friday,
Sept. 26 and we had 86 companies, which
was a very good number. It was about 14
less than last year. But given everything that
is going on, I was very impressed with the
number, so as far as that goes, they’re still
coming. But I think that students are going
to find that there are less jobs and internships right now, especially in the financial
services sector.

tions for clubs. In the last downturn in 20012002 there were companies who remained
loyal to Baruch, who continued to come
on campus even though they did not have
any jobs. We are very grateful to those employers. They did that out of their own best
interest because they knew that eventually
the economy was going to come back and
they wanted to have good candidates for
the jobs that were eventually were going to
open up. They needed to continue to have
young people in the pipeline. Again, what
you have going for you is that you’re young,
you have long careers ahead of you and you
have good academic training. You are good
candidates and they want to get you in the
pipeline so that eventually you can move
into those spots that are opening up. They
are also going to suffer from the baby boom
generation retiring. Across the economy
there are going to be jobs that will open up.

OUR ECONOMY
INTERVIEW WITH PROF. EUGENE J. SHERMAN
Professor - Money and Banking
If more mortgages default, wouldn’t
that just worsen the problem? Right now
we have about 3-10 percent of mortgages defaulting causing a big problem.
Wouldn’t we need more money to give to
the Treasury, to buy more mortgages that
are defaulting? If mortgages default, what
do we do then?
The new law that we are talking about,
the Troubled Asset Recovery Program; is
not a solution to all the problems. Let me
correctly point out that mortgages may
still default. There are two problems: One
is the default. The second, and that is when
the Treasury comes in, is those mortgages were sold packaged to be included in
securities that are not price-able. They
cannot be valued at this moment. The Treasury steps in
to buy assets where nobody
really know

Is there a possibility that students can
have an internship offer rescinded? If so,
do you encourage a backup plan?
Any student who was unfortunate
enough to get an internship offer from
Lehman obviously had it rescinded. I mean,
we’ve seen that happen in a few instances,
not just with Lehman, but with other situations. The backup plan is to just get back
into gear. Make sure your resume is updated, include whatever your most recent
experience was on your resume, come see
a career counselor and what’s continuing to
happen is that recruiters are continuing to
come on campus to do corporate presenta-

OUR MARKETS
INTERVIEW WITH DR. TERRENCE MARTELL

would have been done under other circumstances put a lot of people out of work:
the auto dealers, manufacturers who manufacture cars won’t do it because they are
not getting any orders, so they lay off workers and it backs up throughout the entire
economy. So, unemployment goes higher,
less income, less consumer buying; it’s a
descending spiral. It could actually lead to
a recession.
We’re probably in a recession now. The
determination of recession is made in retrospect with the business cycle. The Committee of the National Bureau of Economic
Research, look historically back at data
after all the revisions are made. It takes
time. And they say yes the recession began
and they date it, as of January of February,
somewhere along the way they’ll say a recession began at this period.
In your estimation, does it feel like we
are in a recession right now?
Yes, because of employment which has
been coming down for the first 7 months
of the year. Payroll employment is down
760,000 jobs. The unemployment rate is
up and it is worse than it appears, because
people have dropped out of the labor force
believing that jobs aren’t available. The way
the data is collected, some people have to
be looking for jobs, if they are not looking
they are not counted as unemployed. Further more the duration of unemployment
has lengthened.
When somebody is put off work it takes
longer and longer to find a new job. People
coming for the first time, initial claims, has
been rising. All this unemployment data
points to a recession. That is not the only
measure. Industrial production is down.
Personal incomes excluding transfer payments such as unemployment insurance,
social security, and medicate payments,
are excluded when looking at personal
income. That is probably on a down slope
now. The 4 major economic measures that
are collected to get a clearer view of economic conditions are flat to mildly down.
This is a really grim picture for the economy.

Weismann Center for international Business
Are we just going through a cycle in
the financial markets or is this a once in
a century crisis?
This looks like a once in a century crisis.
What’s happening at the basic level is deleveraging, people are pulling back on the
amount of money they are borrowing. You
see individuals doing it, you see credit card
balances going down, not a lot but a little
bit and you see corporations, everyone is
pulling back and large investments banks
as we knew them for the last ten years are
gone. A change in strategy, risk appetite,
compensation, lots of changes. I don’t
know what all of the ramifications of the
changes are going to be. I know this, they
are pretty significant. I have a real fear that
if we don’t get the confidence back in the
market we are going to see a massive recession, not because a half dozen banks fail,
but if commercial firms, people that make
produce and sell things can’t get credit, if I
cant get credit to sew my shirt and then sell
the shirt then I can’t make the shirts. Credit
is a key component of business. You are already seeing real impacts.
There’s been considerable debate
over the suspension of FASB 157, which
requires mark to market accounting.
Please explain what marking to market
means and why it’s suspension is being
considered?
The idea behind FASB 157 is a good one.
You want your financial statements to reflect
the true value of the firm. The idea of marking something to market is if you bought
the asset at 100 and now the asset is worth
90. You should carry it on your books at 90.
And you should take that 10 dollars that you
“lost” through your income statement, that
comes through as a net loss in your capital.
Mark to Market. A market means a willing
buyer and a willing seller. In other words a
reasonable price. I’ve got to take whatever
price I can get. If I had more time, less pressure, more alternatives maybe I would get a
different price. If you’ve got to sell your car
in twenty minutes, you’ve got to sell you’re
car in twenty minutes! If I know that buyer,
what am I going to offer you? Pennies. Here
is the problem, I screwed up I got in to that

position, I sell the car
for pennies, the problem is, everybody else
in the world with the
car has now seen a transaction go across
Bloomberg for pennies, now they have got
to mark everything to the pennies … that
means that the loss on the assets have to go
through the income statement and in to the
capital account. So as you mark down your
portfolio, you’re marking down your capital, which is generating more questions,
more concerns, more needs to sell assets
because people are now concerned with
your own financial situation, which has the
potential to be a ride to the bottom. When
there is a market and people are comfortable with it, fine. If you’ve got some exotic
derivative out there, only you and god
knows what it is worth. So yes suspend it.
As an administrator and a professor,
you are in a unique position. What is your
advice to Baruch students worried about
their job prospects in this environment?
The first thing that I would say to any
student is you have got to approach the job
market with a heightened degree of flexibility. If that means you have to relocate, if
that means you have to change what your
primary interest is. I think the days when
someone comes in to my office and says I
want to be an investment banker are over. I
think we need a broader range of career opportunities. Make sure you get the internship, maybe study abroad, so you can have
some international experience, do whatever it is to make your resume standout. If you
can get decent grades, work a little harder.
The other side of the coin is, there is going
to be jobs. It is a tense time. I would say for
the people that are graduating next June it
is going to be difficult, in the long run I am
not seeing major concerns for students.

ILLUSTRATED BY
EDWARD DRAKHLIS

their value; their true value. The individual mortgages continue to be a problem.
There is still debate as to what to do about
them. There might be some latitude to
help the individual mortgage owner or the
borrower of the money. Maybe to work out
over a period of time the defaults. There
are some people, who got in so deeply over
their heads, and those mortgages are just
going to default and the individuals would
probably lose money.
What exactly are going to be the longterm effect of this crisis?
Long term effects, many. One, there is
at the moment no confidence in the credit
market. Without confidence in the credit
markets, businesses and consumers cannot get credit.
This means that businesses that borrow in the normal course of activity, to
acquire inventory or manufacture. They
cannot get the money to do their normal
activities, because nobody would buy
their commercial papers. An auto dealer
cannot get credit to acquire the cars that it
hopes it would be able to sell to the public,
then the individuals can’t get credit to buy
the cars. Individuals won’t be able to buy
durable goods, such as dishwashers etc,
which are usually bought on credit. Students may have difficulties in getting loans
for tuition.
Mortgage credit would be very difficult
to get. There are bargains now available in
the housing market around the country,
but people can’t take advantage of those
low prices because they can’t get the credit
to buy the house. So a lot of business that

We cut the papers and many banks
failed. What is causing these banks to
fail?
Essentially is all the same, they all have
these very bad assets, that are so complex
that they cannot be priced in the market.
In the secondary market the underlying
asset, or derivative products are failing.
Those are the foreclosed mortgages. So,
they took on very risky assets without realizing at the time how risky it was. They
all took this great deal of leverage; they
borrowed many times their capital. So
Bear Stearns had a leverage ratio of 33 to
1. Meaning for every dollar of capital they
had 33 dollars borrowed. Lehman I think
was 32 to 1. Merril was 27 to 1. When you
are depending on the availability of credit
and suddenly the credit isn’t made available to you anymore, you have substantial
problems. Furthermore, they can’t reduce
their borrowing by selling those assets because they are toxic. Nobody wants those
assets, they are separate assets that they
cannot finance.
How long do you estimate this current economic situation will last? Are
we at the bottom, when do we get out of
this?
Nobody can say that now. Certainly I
cannot. I don’t think that we see the end to
the credit crunch. We are not going to have
the basis for recovery till then. In a modern
economy there needs to be the availability
of credit to strive for an expansion, absolutely necessary, and every past recession
the Federal reserve normally eases to make
credit available and to lower costs.
The interest rate that the Fed administers is already very low and it could go a
little lower but that is not the problem; it’s
the risk and fear associated with lending to
private and individual businesses.
Interviews were conducted by:
Luis Sued - Assistant Business Editor
Jonathan Batista - Contributing Writer
Emmanuel Onyenyili - Business Editor
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A disaster in the making: A time line

Oil declines by
more than $9 to a
13 month low and
closes at 77.70

BY EMMANUEL ONEYNYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

It’s official. Banks with toxic
assets are pushing the panic
button. They need to have capital
in reserve to protect against
potential losses, but since the
credit market is so tight, they can’t
raise money in the debt market.
The only other option is to
sell their assets, but this will only
drive their asset prices lower,
which would then require more
capital. Mohamed el-Erian, chief
executive at Pacific Investment
Management Co. said, “Markets
around the world are feeling the
impact of distressed portfolio
liquidations, especially by hedge
funds, following weeks of poor
performance and loss of leverage
capacity.” But the more compelling
story is how we got here. If only it
were just a Hollywood script.
Scene 1: Push the “Easy”
button for easy credit.
Pretty much everyone was
approved for loans. Lenders
lowered
standards,
offered
adjustable rate mortgages, Wall
Street banks securitized and house
prices kept rising while regulators
and Congress paid little attention.
The pursuit of the American dream
of home ownership enabled by
historically low interest rates under
Alan Greenspan and excessive
extension of credit was creating a
bubble that few were aware of.
Scene 2: Package and leverage.
Investment banks on the street
securitized
these
mortgages
including those categorized as
subprime into mortgage-backed

securities and collateralized debt
obligations. A CDO is a vehicle that
enables the grouping of individual
loans, bonds or other assets into
a single portfolio, which are then
traded. Credit rating agencies
gave these CDOs attractive ratings
of AA and AAA and investors
considered them safe mainly due
to their credit ratings. They were
even used as risk diversification
tools. Wall Street firms borrowed
enormous amounts of cash to
stack up on CDOs and sold them
to investors all over the world.
Pension funds, sovereign wealth
funds and hedge funds got their
slice. What they couldn’t sell, the
banks kept in their portfolios.
Firms like Lehman Brothers
had leverage ratios as high as
31 (the ratio of total assets to
shareholders’
equity).
And
according to Bloomberg, “That
compares with 33 at Morgan
Stanley and 32 at Merrill Lynch.
Only Goldman Sachs had a lower
ratio at 22.” Add to the mix another
factor, credit-default swaps sold
by AIG, which were insurance
policies bought by investors to
protect themselves against the risk
of company defaults.
Scene 3: “I can’t make my
payments.”
Housing
prices
started
to decline as the economic
fundamental of supply exceeding
demand came into play. Defaults
started to rise, quickening the
fall in house prices. Prices were
so low that houses were worth
less than mortgages. Meanwhile,
foreclosures started rising to
record levels. Small lenders like
New Century financial, MILA,
Mortgage
Lenders
Network

DID YOU KNOW ...

USA and others were unable to
recover. They go bankrupt. Big
lenders like Washington Mutual
and Countrywide Financial see
their stock battered by the actions
of short sellers and speculators
doing their part.
Scene 4: The party ends.
Investors and banks come to
the grim realization that more
and more of their CDOs are
toxic because they were stuffed
with
subprime
mortgages.
Delinquency rates continue to
rise and their CDOs continue to
lose value. This prompts massive
write-downs. Banks also begin to
raise capital. For some like Bear
Stearns, the write-downs prove too
costly. Meanwhile, rumors start
spreading about the value of the
assets held by other banks. When
it’s all set, “The world’s biggest
banks and brokerages reported
almost $600 billion of write-downs
and credit losses on securities
tied to mortgages,” according to
Bloomberg News.
Scene 5: Failure becomes an
option.
Bear Stearns was the first major
investment bank to fail, bought
by JP Morgan with a $29 billion
guarantee from the government.
Then, the federal government
rescued Fannie and Freddie
before disaster could strike with
up to $200 billion. Bank of America
buys out Merrill, but Lehman
was unable to find a buyer and
filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy.
Meanwhile, investors began to
pile up their portfolios with bonds.
This sent bond yields to record
lows. AIG, battered by credit
default swaps and downgraded by

•
•

BY LUIS SUED & EMMANUEL ONYENYILI

points to 2.5 percent
Swiss National Bank – 50 basis
points To 4.25
nk of Canada – 50 basis points
to 2.5 percent.

ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR AND BUSINESS EDITOR

AIG was tossed
On Sept. 22, two days after the
Federal Reserve said it would lend
as much as $85 billion to rescue
AIG (AIG), Dow Jones & Company
tossed AIG out from the Dow 30
and replaced it with Kraft Foods
(KFT). AIG has lost more than 95
percent of its value since the start
of the year. The last change made
to the Dow was in February when
Bank of America (BAC) and Chevron (CVX) replaced Altria Group
(MO) and Honeywell International
(HON).
Japan held steady
The only major economy not to
participate in the global rate cut

SOURCE: FEDERAL RESERVE

last week was the Bank of Japan,
which held its rate at 0.5 percent,
but pumped 2 trillion yen ($20 billion) into the financial system.
•
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority – 50 basis points to 2
percent.
•
The Fed – 50 basis points to 1.5
percent.
•
Bank of England – 50 basis
points to 4.5 percent.
•
European Central Bank – 50
basis points to 4.25 percent.
•
Sweden’s Riksbank – 50 basis

•
•
•

The Chinese central bank – 27
basis points to 6.93 percent.
The Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan) – 25
basis points to 3.25 percent.
The Reserve Bank of Australia

rating agencies, is acquired by the
government with a 79.9 percent
stake and in exchange, AIG is given
up to $85 billion of capital (they
would later be given another $37.8
billion). Yields of three-month
T-bills then fell to .02 percent, its
lowest level since 1940.
Reacting to the demise of these
institutions, the SEC bans naked
short selling. The temporary ban
is later extended to the shorting of
799 financial companies. Treasury
Secretary Hank Paulson reveals
his $700 billion bailout plan and
faced criticism over the lack of
oversight in the plan. Goldman
and Morgan Stanley, some of the
few lone rangers on Wall Street,
are made holding companies.
Next, Washington Mutual falls,
becoming the largest bank failure
in U.S. history and was bought
for $1.9 billion by JPMorgan.
Wachovia also agrees to be sold
to Citibank for $2.2 billion. This
agreement would later come
under dispute.
Scene 6: A relationship without
trust.
The collapsing asset values in
finance companies still holding
highly leveraged, but badly
damaged securities led to damaged
balanced sheets. These finance
companies, which supply credit
to the economy, find themselves
in the middle of an intense asset
bubble fueled by excess leverage.
Capital adequacy and tight credit
are the consequences. Credit
seized up in the auction rate
securities market, junk bond
spreads widened, banks became
afraid to lend to each other and
short-term loans became less
available. The cost of borrowing

(RBA) – 100 basis points to 6
percent.
•
The Bank of Korea – 25 basis
points to 5 percent.
Recession was #1
The No. 1 album on iTunes during the week that ended on Sept. 7
was Young Jeezy’s “The Recession.”
Most economists already believe
that we are in a recession, but when
rap stars start talking about the
economy, you know this economic
issue is a big one.
Although the unemployment
rate is now 6.1 percent, this is still
relatively tame by historical standards. The unemployment rate hit
7.8 percent after the 1990-91 recession and 10.8 percent after the 1982
recession.
It could get worse
Although the unemployment
rate is now 6.1 percent, this is still
relatively tame by historical standards. The unemployment rate hit
7.8 percent after the 1990-91 recession and 10.8 percent after the 1982

money is elevated and banks are
careful to extend credit. Concerns
grow that the credit squeeze may
hit Main Street harder because of
higher rates for credit cards and
other consumer loans.
Scene 7: Flight to safety.
Investors and traders began to
hit the official panic button when
the Dow took a nosedive, plunging
777 points, its largest one-day
point drop ever on Monday, Sept.
29. On the same day, $1.2 trillion of
equity value was wiped out in the
stock market during the massive
sell-off. Investors continued to
park their money in treasuries
and money market funds that
invest in safe, government-backed
securities. In essence, a flight to
safety was prompted.
Scene 8: A bailout and a
prayer.
Congress approved the $700
billion rescue package, but even
that did little to calm the markets.
Bank of America later reported a 68
percent drop in profits. Economic
reports highlighted the seven-year
high in joblessness claim. In an
unprecedented move, 14 central
banks around the world, including
the Federal Reserve, cut interest
rates on the same day in an effort
to increase liquidity in the markets
and possibly avert a global
recession Stock. Debt markets
remained extremely volatile and
key measures of lending indicated
a very tight credit market. Even the
TED spread widened to over 400
basis points.
Scene 9:
UNCERTAINTY
REIGNS (To be determined)

recession.
Retirement
According to the Congressional
Budget Office, the stock market turmoil has wiped out roughly $2 trillion of Americans’ retirement savings over the past 15 months,

BLOOMBERG.COM

The VIX set a new record
According to Bloomberg, Chicago Board Options Exchange Volatility Index (VIX)climbed 18 percent
to a record 75.46 at 2:03 p.m. in New
York. This was the first time that the
VIX exceeded 75.
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WE WANT TO SEE YOUR WORK

Submit your art for this semester’s Encounters Magazine.
Chosen art will be published in Baruch’s exclusive literary arts
magazine showcasing the best of student work.
Email your art to EncountersMagazine@yahoo.com or
come by our office in room VC 3-290
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Secret serenity found in the city
Central Park Boathouse
East 72 Street and Central Park
Drive North
New York, NY 10021
BY ALYSSA TROPEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At the northeastern tip of
the Central Park Lake, a quiet
restaurant, filled with pricey
seafood, overlooks the calm
water. The romantic ambiance
and beautiful waterfront view
gives the Central Park Boathouse
the necessary ingredients for the
perfect place to eat for two. Even if
you’re just trying to get away from
New York’s hustle and bustle, an
escape from the city to this serene
restaurant is well worth the costly
— but delicious cuisine.
The Central Park Boathouse has
three different areas to dine and
enjoy its breathtaking atmosphere.
The outside bar and grill, located
on the deck, has a limited, but
definitely not lacking menu. Here,
consumers can enjoy a light meal,
a cocktail, fresh air, New York City’s
skyline and passing boats (open
April through November, 11 a.m.
-11 p.m., weather permitting). The
Express Café is ideal for people on
the go and is open 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
daily (during winter 8 a.m. - 4:30
p.m). The Café offers customers
“fast food service” for breakfast,
light lunch and dinner and snacks
as well.
The lakeside dining, better
known as the main restaurant area,
is much more formal. With a big
bar, lounge area and wall-length
windows overlooking the lake, this

FLICKR.COM

Enjoy a seafood meal with good service and a great view of the lake.
was by far my favorite area. The
lights were dim and a quiet chatter
filled the room. The place was
packed on this particular Sunday
night, so reservations are always
needed for parties of two or more.
As I walked through the bar to
the lounge and waited for my name
to be called, I overheard a group
of friends discussing their dinner;
“delicious … excellent.” I waited
for about three minutes to be
seated, but if the wait was longer,
the relaxing lounge and beautiful
landscape would have kept me

content. The trees swayed in the
October breeze and as a gondola
boat passed slowly across the lake I
felt like I had stepped out of the city
and into the countryside.
Each table has a glass candle
holder and a vase, filled with one
flower, differing from table to table.
High ceilings with wooden fans
and big bulb lighting fixtures gave
the restaurant a little something
extra to make it feel like a genuine
boathouse. The waiter who refilled
my ice water also went around with
a large basket filled with a variety

of freshly-made breads and rolls.
The service was very quick; I never
waited more than 10 minutes for
my appetizer, entrée or dessert after
finishing the dish before.
The only downfall is that the
prices are a bit of an eyesore when
first grabbing the menu. But once
you taste the creamy New England
clam chowder ($11) that had plenty
of well-cooked clams, which is rare
at other restaurants, the perfectly
cooked and seasoned salmon ($25)
and the rich triple chocolate layered
cake ($8.50), it becomes well worth

the money you spend.
Although the menu is mostly
seafood, other options like the
roasted freebird chicken ($26) and
double cut berkshire pork chop
($34) are good alternatives. For
people who enjoy vegetables, the
field green salad ($10) is made
with endive, fine herbs, shallots
and white balsamic vinaigrette
while the boathouse salad ($12) is
made with vine-ripened tomatoes,
cucumber, shallots, imported feta
and a black olive vinaigrette.
If you enjoy seafood and don’t
mind digging a little deeper into
your pockets, the Central Park
Boathouse is the perfect restaurant
for a little getaway from New York
without ever actually leaving the
city. The outside bar and grill is
a great place to go with a group
of friends for a relaxing meal
overlooking the water. Be conscious
of the weather, otherwise this could
ruin your dining experience.
In the actual restaurant there is
more of a intimate feel which would
be ideal for a date or even a small
group of friends. Brunch is also
available Saturday and Sunday from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., and if you’re just
passing by the Boathouse in Central
Park, the Express Café will give you
fast food that I doubt McDonald’s
could deliver.
Out of 5 stars:
Food:´´´´
Service: ´´´´
Atmosphere: ´´´´´
Price: $$$ (20-40)

The perfect remedies for winter skin
BY MARTINA MICKO

HOU.C
TITE-C
MA - P E

TIMEINC.NET

With winter being just around
the corner, it’s time to change our
daily skin cleaning routine. Along
with the arrival of winter comes dry
skin and chapped lips, but those
issues can be easily prevented.
These products can be purchased
at your local drugstore or beauty
retailer.
Since your face is the most
exposed area of your body,
switching
to
an
oil-based
moisturizer is ideal. Cream should
be applied 30 minutes before
going outside to absorb into skin
and moisturize. Olay Complete
UV Defense Moisturizer SPF-15
(Drugstore.com, $10.99) is a good
winter moisturizer, with three main
benefits. It has a broad-spectrum,
meaning it protects from daily sun
exposure, UVB and UVA rays and
prevents early signs of aging. It has
an antioxidant formula containing
vitamins C and E that promotes
healthy-looking skin.
Another good face moisturizer
is Philosophy’s Hope in a Jar
(Sephora, $38). Although this cream
is a bit pricey, it is recommended
by plastic surgeons for healthier,
younger-looking skin. It leaves skin
with a rosy glow and eliminates the
need for makeup.

OM

STAFF WRITER

MOMIST.COM

Our hands are the second most
exposed body part. The best way to
protect them during the cold winter
weather is by wearing gloves. When
inside, keep moisturizer handy.
Neutrogena Norwegian Formula
Hand Cream (Drugstore.com,
$5.99) is a great choice. It helps
repair skin’s moisture barrier and
softens and smoothes skin longer.
For moisturizing the rest of
your skin try Jergens Shea Butter
Moisturizer, (Drugstore, $6.99).
Shea butter is known to soften
skin and increase its ability to
retain moisture. While being extra

moisturizing, it creates an invisible
layer on the skin’s surface to prevent
skin dehydration.
Our lips are another important
body part that we tend to forget
about. Especially during winter
when our lips become chapped.
The best way to protect them is to
apply a lip product such as Nivea
Sun Protection Lip Care SPF 30
(Drugstore.com, $2.99). SPF is
important during winter because
the sun is still out.
Even though our body is layered
in clothing, it is still important to
exfoliate and apply moisturizer.

Winter showers shouldn’t exceed
15 minutes; any longer is damaging
to the skin. Exfoliating removes
dead skin cells from the body and
should be done about two times
a week. Neutrogena Energizing
Sugar Scrub (Drugstore.com, $10)
smoothes away dead skin cells and
leaves skin glowing. The fresh citrus
scent is great for morning showers.
As for cleansing products, stay
away from face scrubs or anything
that is rough on the skin. The face is

already
dry;
adding
any
rough
cleansers such as scrubs can dry it
out even more. Replace those with
gentle cleansers such as Cetaphil
Gentle Skin Cleanser (Drugstore.
com, $9.99). This cleanser is made
for sensitive skin and won’t overdry.
With these winter skin tips, you
should have no problem staying
soft this winter. Small changes to
your skin care routine can prevent
dryness in the future and, in
addition to hats and gloves, they
are winter essentials.
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Spice up any outfit with a seasonal scarf
BY MARTINA MICKO
STAFF WRITER

Leopard print sheer scarf $7.80

EVILBEETGOSSIP.FILM.COM

BGLAM.COM

FOREVER21.COM

FOREVER21.COM

PEOPLE.COM

Gingham scarf $7.80

FOREVER21.COM

With the chilly autumn weather
fast approaching, there is no better
accessory to complete any outfit
than a scarf. Walking through the
city, it is pretty clear that the scarf
has become the latest must-have
accessory. The scarf is perfect for
any outfit, because besides its main
purpose, which is to keep us warm,
it adds color and style to an outfit.
The scarf comes in classic
designs like plaid and gingham,
as well as many vibrant colors
including magenta and orange. It’s
a great accessory for school, since
students are always on the go and
the scarf requires hardly any effort.
Adding a scarf to any outfit can
change the look immediately.
As for work and the office, which
tend to get chilly at times, the scarf
is perfect for keeping warm. In a
professional environment such
as the office, a scarf can be added
to a more conservative outfit for
some color, while still looking
professional.
In addition to everyday use, a
silk scarf can be used to dress up
that little black dress. We’ve all
been through that desperate search
for the perfect accessory to finish
an outfit. Urban Outfitters has a
wide selection of scarves, including
silk scarves, which are perfect for
dressing up an outfit for going out.
Being college students, we tend
to have little time for fashion. The
scarf is the easiest and quickest
trend to pull off. Just wrap a scarf
around your neck to stay warm and
fashionable while hopping off the
subway, going to classes or getting
a quick bite to eat.

Houndstooth plaid scarf $8.80
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY KERRI JAREMA

ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

An Adult Evening of Shel
Silverstein
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
7:30 p.m.

Blood Drive Sign-Up
Office of Student Life
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Abraham House Book Drive
Office of Student Life
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Yearbook Pictures
Office of Student Life
Room 2-110 (NVC)
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Hurricane Relief Effort
Vagina Warriors
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Fundraising for Breast Cancer
Kappa Phi Alpha
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Sport Event Day
NYC Hong Kong
Auxiliary Gym B2 Level (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Fundraising for Breast Cancer
Kappa Phi Alpha
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Latino Cultural Fashion Show
Promo
Latino Society
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Si, Soy Gay
Gay Lesbian and Straight Society
Room 3-215 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Re-Discovering Columbia
Reception
PorColumbia
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Academic Seminars
Corporate Communication Graduate
Student Association
Room 4-185 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Bake Sale for Light the Night
Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:15 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

RAINN On Me: A Sexual Assault Awareness Dinner
Vagina Warriors
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Know Your Rights
USG
Room -125 (NVC)
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Corporate America 101 with
Kelly Haughton; KPMG
NABA
Room 3-120 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Bake Sale for Georgia
Women In Islam
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Getting Started In Finance
The STARR Career Development
Center
Room 2-190 (NVC)
10:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Bailamos!
ALPFA
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

10/13
10/14
10/15
10/16
10/17

Irena’s Vow
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
8 p.m.

Sukkot at Baruch
Hillel
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rush Event
Alpha Phi Alpha
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Unilever
Finance
151 E. 25th St., Room 763
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Basic Interviewing Skills
The STARR Career Development
Center
Room 2-190 (NVC)
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Breaking Into The Sports
World The Chazin Group
Zicklin Sports Business Group
Room 3-210 (NVC)
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.

General Meeting
Wall Street Club
Room 4-225 (NVC)
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Annual Gala - Oye Mi Canto
Lambda Upsilon Lambda
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
7 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Recruiting Workshop
The STARR Career Development
Center
Room 2-190 (NVC)
3 p.m. -5 p.m.

Submit your event listings to calendar@theticker.org
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Bearcat Spotlight

FIGURING OUT LIFE ON THE FIELD
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI

Bearcat attack
CONTINUED FROM BACK

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

At first glance, Bearcat soccer
midfielder Valiantsin Kirykovich,
or “Val,” as his teammates refer
to him, appears to be your prototypical Baruch student of European/Russian descent. That’s why
it may be a great shock to find out,
through speaking to him, that his
accent mirrors the Queen’s English more than that of his home
country of Belarus.
Leaving behind family is a
difficult decision to make, but
Kirykovich said goodbye to his
parents Larisa Sholomitskaya and
Adam Kirykovich over four and a
half years ago. Kirykovich also
has a sibling, Jean, fifteen years
his senior. While his older brother moved out when Kyrikovich
was still young, the 5’11” Bearcat
fondly remembers his influence
on him at such a young age.
“It was cool to have an older
brother there for you … I remember him picking me up from kindergarten, and being there for
me,” said Kyrikovich. His brother
set off to pursue a military career
before settling in Moscow, where
he lives today. Kirykovich traveled to Moscow with his mother
and father to visit his brother last
summer.
Kirykovich’s trip to America
came after attending University in
Minsk, the capital of Belarus (not
to be confused with his hometown of Pinsk) where he studied
economics, along with the English he speaks today.
He made the trip to America
with a friend from his home country, and the two of them settled in
Rhode Island upon first arriving
in the U.S. It didn’t take long for
both of them to make the move to

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

a more metropolitan area, arriving in New Jersey a few months
later. Kirykovich’s friend did not
stay long in the country, however, as he moved back to Belarus
shortly after arriving.
Kirykovich realized that if he
was going to stay in America by
himself, knowing English was not
going to be enough. As someone
who previously studied business
in Europe, he began investigating colleges that were best suited
to pursue a career in the business
world. After searching colleges in
the New York City area, Kirykovich decided Baruch would be the
best fit.
Choosing a major in finance
was a far cry from the person who
came to America not anticipating enrolling in college. Kirykovich explains that “I needed some
time to figure out life.”
Time is a common theme for
other members of the Baruch soccer team, as many have needed to
put time aside to make practices

held at 7 a.m. For Kirykovich,
that also meant working harder
over the summer to subsidize
not working during the season.
Kirykovich notes that the example set by the team leaders makes
it easy for both him and his teammates to make the sacrifice.
“It starts with our coaches,
[associate head coach] Dima [Kamenshchik] and [Head Coach
Ranford Champagnie] Penny …
they’re always on time, ready to
work. We feel we need to match
that.”
By the look of things, Kirykovich is getting closer to figuring out
life. Now living in Sheepshead
Bay, Brooklyn, with a friend from
Baruch, he is in his second year on
the soccer team and was named
CUNY Athletic Conference Player
of the Week for the week of Sept.
22 – 28. By following the example
set by his coaches, Kyrikovich is
now setting an example for his
teammates.

This was not the case on Saturday, as three goals scored in the
second half, including the first
this season for senior captain Nick
Shnayderman, knocked the Brooklyn Bridges out of second place.
Baruch Head Coach Ranford
Champagnie sensed that his team
had turned the corner going into
the game, as he stated that he
“knew [Friday] during practice that
we were ready mentally and physically.”
The Brooklyn game was the
first for the Bearcats in 10 days, but
Champagnie saw the break as an
opportunity for his team. “We had
some players who needed some
time off, especially with the amount
of games we have coming up. They
were able to rest up and heal some
of their injuries.”
Baruch’s winning ways continued against the Valiants of Manhattanville College, as goalkeeper Nelson DiBastiano held the opponents
scoreless for the third time in a row
in a 2-0 victory. Freshmen Daniel
Ospina and Dominick Cinquemani
have been making an immediate
impact in their first year at Baruch,
as both scored goals during the
game.
While the youngsters contributed on the offensive side, the top

performer of the game was DiBastiano. His performance throughout
the season has been phenomenal,
and he continues to prove why he
is regarded by many as one of the
best goalies in the metropolitan region, let alone the CUNYAC. Heading into the weekend, DiBastiano’s
goals against average was 0.73
goals a game, while the next best
goalkeeper gave up close to three
times as many goals, with an average of 2.31 (Azad Kaferov of Brooklyn College).
The Manhattanville game gave
the Bearcats confidence heading
into their conference tilt with firstplace York College, the defending
champs. With a chance to knock
the York College Cardinals out of
first place, the Bearcats once again
rose to the challenge, with a 2-1
victory. The two goals came from
midfielders Valiantsin Kirykovich
and Cinquemani, the two leading
scorers on the Baruch team.
Senior forward Daniel Wright
remarked after the victory that the
key in the game was their willingness to out-work the bigger York
players.
“York’s team is strong and athletic, but their big guys became
disinterested in the game quickly.
It wasn’t hard to get them out of the
game,” said Wright.

Want to write for Sports?
Email the editor at sports@theticker.org
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SCHEDULE

Women’s Tennis
10/13 – Baruch @ NYCIT, 10 a.m.
10/13 – Baruch @ Medgar Evers, 2 p.m.

Women’s Volleyball
10/15 – Baruch @ SUNY Old Westbury, 7 p.m.
10/17 – Central (Iowa) @ Baruch, 4 p.m.
10/17 - Montclair State @ Baruch, 8 p.m.

Women’s Cross Country
10/19 – York College Invitational, 10 a.m.

Men’s Soccer
10/15 – Baruch @ Cooper Union, 8 p.m.
10/18 – Baruch @ John Jay, 12 p.m.

Men’s Cross Country
10/19 – York College Invitational, 11 a.m.

Tide finally turns for soccer
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As the Baruch soccer team
headed into their game against
Brooklyn College on Saturday, Oct.
4, the coaching staff knew that the
next five days would give a strong
indication about where their team
stood in the conference.
The game against Brooklyn proceeded a non-conference clash
with the Landmark Conference’s
Manhattanville College on Monday and a face-off with defending
CUNY Athletic Conference champion, York College, on Wednesday.
Brooklyn College, entering as
the second place team in the conference, was overtaken by the Baruch Bearcats in a 4-0 shutout, in
a game that was never in doubt. As
has been the case most of the season, Baruch struck in the sixth minute with a goal via a header from
senior Camilo Reyes, thanks to a
cross from sophomore midfielder
Sean Dickenson.
Earlier in the season, Baruch
showed an ability to get an early
lead on their opponents, but failed
to capitalize on the momentum and
put games away.
SEE BEARCAT PAGE 19
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Ladies show strength
BY CARLOS RUIZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In a busy week, the Baruch
women’s tennis team earned three
victories over their opponents, increasing their overall record to 9-2
and stretching their winning streak
to five matches. As of Oct. 9, the
team had only lost to Ramapo College and to their CUNY rival, Hunter College.
As the end of their regular season approaches, the team is preparing for its biggest challenge thus
far: the CUNY Athletic Conference
Championship. With the championship creeping up on them, the
Bearcats have impressed many by
winning several conference and
non-conference matches by large
margins. Last week was no exception, as the ladies continued to
dominate the competition.
On Oct. 3, the team faced Lehman College at the U.S. National Tennis Center. The Bearcats knocked
off the Lightning by winning five of
the six singles and all three doubles.
The Bearcats
dominated
all but one of
the
singles
matches, with

Newark in a non-conference match
in New Jersey. The Bearcats took an
early lead by capturing second and
third doubles with scores of 8-1,
8-2 respectively. The team continued the domination by taking four
of the six singles, including a victory by Sally Ai, who recorded an
impressive win at No. 6 singles by
defeating Wanze Li with a score of
6-1, 6-0.
Finally, on Oct. 7, the Lady
Bearcats crossed the bridge
to Brooklyn and handed
Brooklyn College a striking defeat, winning five
of six singles and two of
three doubles. Miriam
Mkrtchyan at No. 2 singles
was named CUNYAC Player
of the Week and defended
that title by defeating Brooklyn’s Olexandra Ovsiy with
a score of 6-4, 6-1. Mkrtchyan added another
victory with her
doubles partner Alexandra Vamanu,
defeating Brooklyn College with
a score of 8-3.

ning streak as it rapidly approaches
the CUNYAC Championship. The
path to the championship is nevertheless challenging, as the team
still has hard non-conference opponents to face. Irina Piskunova
acknowledged that their match
against Kean University will be a
big challenge, as they lost with a
close 5-4 score last season.
“We expect to have a competitive match and will put all our
strength to win,” said Piskunova. This positive attitude has led them to unforeseen wins and will
be one of the team’s
additional advantages
to capturing the championship.
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Shalanda Graham,
at No. 5 singles, and
Mariya Korobkova, at
No. 6 singles, both managing to record perfect 60, 6-0 victories over their opponents.
The Bearcats’ streak continued
when they returned to action the
following day by defeating Rutgers-

Doubles pair Sally Ai and
Monika Maiellano were
narrowly defeated with a
score of 8-5, while No. 3
doubles Shalanda Graham
and Mariya Korobkova
continued their undefeated season by landing a confident victory
with a score of 8-2.
The team hopes
to continue this win-

METS DISAPPOINT YET AGAIN
How could this happen
again?
For the second straight year,
the Mets choked
away a playoff berth to the
nothing-to-playfor Marlins on
the last day of the
season, losing 4-2
and finishing one
game behind the
Brewers for the TIM PETROPOULOS
National League
Bearcat Prowler
wild card.
Holding a 3.5 game lead with
17 left to play, the Mets went 7-10
down the stretch, not only blowing the wild card but also the division to the hated Phillies.
“I’m still kind of in shock over
it,” said Scott Schoeneweis, the
man who surrendered a pinchhit, go-ahead home run to Wes
Helms in game 162, in a pressrelease. “I can’t describe it. If I
could take it back, I would, but I
can’t.”
Schoeneweis was a member
of a Mets bullpen that choked
down the stretch when all-star
closer Billy Wagner went down
for the season with a shoulder injury, blowing a National Leagueleading 16 saves after the all-star
break while seemingly failing
to convert every clutch out they
were asked to get.
“We failed. We failed as a
team,” said David Wright in an
interview. “There’s no pointing
fingers. There’s no excuses. We
as a unit didn’t get the job done.”
He was right.
The highly touted Mets offense stalled during the last three
games of the season, scoring only
five runs and batting an abysmal
.166 with runners in scoring po-

sition.
“I have to believe it, because
it’s happening,” said Carlos Beltran, who hit a two-run home run
in the 6th inning to tie the game
at two, in an interview. “It’s a bad
group for you to be there, as a
player. I have no more words.”
To make matters even worse,
this loss took place on the last
game played at Shea Stadium,
and was followed by a ceremony
to honor the Mets’ stars of the
past. A ceremony that can be
best described by former Mets’
great and current hitting coach,
Howard Johnson’s face, when
his name was called during the
festivities: blank.
A place that many Mets fans
called a second home for the better part of 40 years, a place that
hosted so many unbelievable
moments and great memories
went off as quietly as the Mets’
playoff hopes.
“It would have been better if
we would have won today, but
I don’t think it spoils the celebration,” said general manager
Omar Minaya in an interview.
“What’s going on out there, it’s
about the history of this building, the history of the players, the
history of this organization.”
What does the future now
hold for Mets fans?
In 2009 they will move into
their new state-of-the-art home
with a core of young star players
who are now labeled as choke
artists, a bullpen in shambles,
and a disgruntled, to say the
least, fan base that craves a win.
Like the good-ol’ Brooklyn
Bums used to say, there’s always
next year.
And they can’t possibly choke
it away again, can they?

